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By Paul Schindler
Emily Wick, professor of
ch e m istry, former
'o o d
Associate Dean of Student Affairs, and friend to hundreds of
VIT women, is leaving the Institute. On July 1, she will become
i professor of chemistry and
Dean of the Faculty at Mount
Holyoke College (a position she
lescribes as being "similar to the
WIT Provost.").
The first formal announcenent of the appointment oc:urred Tuesday evening and was
nade at Mount Holyoke beause, according to Wick, "it was
,heir announcement to make."
'he asked to be a candidate
'or the post last Christmas, but
lid not talk to anyone further
tbout it until mid-February.
rhen, about six weeks ago, she
lecided to accept the position
vhen it was offered to her.
Wick said that she would "ne'er be able to say a total good)ye," to the Institute, because it
tas been "too much a part of
ne." She called her decision to
Save MIT a "very difficult de:sion to make," adding that she
rould "never have sought to
-ave." But she compared the
recision to that facing a person
bout to leave home; there
omes a time for progress, for
iew experience and new chalmnge. She views the move with a
ombined feeling of "gladness
nd sadness." Wick expressed
he hope that she would be able
o return often, and noted that
he will always feel a part of
1IT.
Speaking of her new post,
lick said that it was the second
anking officer in charge of edcational matters at the college.
he will have responsibility for
aculty development and curtculum planning, among other
ulings. "I have an awful lot to
tarn," she said, but she noted
hat as an alumnae of the school
le had maintained some peranal ties, and that she knew
bout such superficial things as
ew buildings.
Wick called Mount Holyoke a
very excellent school," and said
he was "proud to be asked to
taoul Lamp '75, a resident of
last Campus (Hayden) was
ound on the ground at 11
m yesterday by residents
who called Campus Patrol. He
vas presumed to have fallen
rom the roof. He was taken
o Mass. General Hospital
mmediately, but died several
tours later from the injuries
ie received.
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teach there." The school has
been characterized as the "best
of the seven sisters for science,"
by some. Wick would not confirm that, but did say that it has
"always had a strong tilt towards
science."
She hopes to teach eventually, but expects it will be a
little while before she has time
for that, She also doubted she
would hatve any "real time for
research."
When asked to look back at
her work with women at MIT,
Wick told The Tech that she had
" never looked at it as counseling... it was more like mutual problem solving." Some,imes she would talk out her
problems, she said, other times
she would talk out those of the
student. Many of the problems
people brought to her were personal, some were academic, and
most were a combination. "You
can never divorce the personal

from the academic," she said.
Her new job will deal primarily with faculty and academic matters, but she said that
she "can't imagine getting too
far away from students."
the adof
Members
ministration were quick to praise
Wick's work and express regret
at her departure. Chancellor Paul
all of us
Gray noted that "'...
who have come to rely on her
judgement and her integrity are
saddened by our loss, and the
Institute's loss, even as we rejoice with her as she takes on
major responsibility for the intellectual development of Mount
Holyoke College."
When she resigned ftom the
position of Assistant Dean for
Student Affairs in 1971, after
six years of service, then-Dean
Dan Nyhart said "more women
students owe more to her than
they will ever realize."

Ez

By The Tech Staff
The MIT Administration has
responded to charges made in an
article which appeared in last
Tuesday's The Tech, expressing
confidence in Housing and Food
Services Director H. Eugene
Brammer as "an honest, effective, first-rate administrator."
The article had charged that
Brammer made "false and misleading" statements concerning
the status of Ashdown Dining
Hall and the employment of
non-MIT students in the Dining
Service. The charges were made
after information had reached
The Tech that the comments by
Brammer in earlier articles were
not true, or misrepresented the
actual situations.
In a meeting Wednesday,
Brammer and Assistant to the
Vice President for Operations,
Richard Sorenson, attempted to
clear up the misinterpretations
and misleading information
which was cited in Tuesday's
article.
On the issue of the Ashdown
Dining Hall, Brammer explained
that though the deficit that Ashdown had been suffering was the
lowest cash deficit of the three
main dining halls, it had the
of deficit to
h ighest ratio
operating costs, which was a
condition for closing the facility.
According to Sorenson, in addition to the high ratio of deficit
to operating costs, only 39 Ashdown residents are on Commons, and a maximum of approximately 50% used the dining
hall during the day, which MIT
did not consider high enough to
warrant keeping the hall open.
In addition, Sorenson also disclosed that there was a negative
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By David Olive and
Richard Parker
MIT's unique Department of
-Architecture works with the
premise that "our fundamental
charge is education for change in
the way that society makes and
Uses environments." This statement, more than anything, characterizes the independent aggressive approach utilized in Course
IV.
The Department of Architecture's stated educational
goal, as expressed by Professor
Leon Crossier, executive officer
of the department, is primarily
to instill within its students "a
concern for the quality of the

a
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built environment." The faculty
have been organized about the
central theme that all men need
to interact creatively with their
physical surroundings. To accomplish this, the department
has created four basic areas of
study axed two special degree
programs: Visual Studies, including such non-architectural
topics as visual design, photography, and filmmaking; Architectural Design, ,which also
includes urban design in conjunction with Course XI; Building Technology; history, theory,
and criticism of art and architecture; a special program in
Architectural Design which pre-
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pares a student to gain his Masters of Architecture degree in
two years; and the special course
program for students
IV-B
whose major interests combine
Course IV material with work in
other departments. Each of the
first five programs results in a
Bachelor of Science degree in
Art and Design, while the sixth
nets the Bachelor of Science.
our greatest
"Probably
strength, and possibly our greatest weakness, is our wide range
of flexibility. The student with
no basic direction is liable to
become quite lost," claims
Crossiet. Indeed, most of Course
(Please turn to page 5)

consensus within Ashdown to
keep the dining hall open, due to
the high costs of renovation, and
the expected increases in rent
which would occur.
10% non-MIT employees
In Tuesday's article, Brammer
was quoted as predicting that
the dining service staff would be
comprised totally of MIT students in two years. At Wednesday's meeting, he confided
that his previous statements
"might have been misinterpreted
last time." He explained that
currently there are eleven nonMIT student employees. out of a
total work force of approximately 100. Those, he said, are
people who have been working

for the Dining Service

fOT

over

two years, and thus they would
not be told to leave their jobs in
favor of MIT students. He also
admitted that "we will always
have non-MIT students... we
cannot always find all MIT students, but we will hire them as
available."
Brammer predicted that the
non-MIT students would not be
in positions as captains or head
captains, but would still serve as
"coolies." He suggested that
there was a problem of recruiting MIT students for
available jobs, and Sorenson said
that there was going to be a
"rededication" by the Student
Employment Office to generate
a pool of applicants, from which
personnel may be selected.
When asked about the employment of non-MkT students
in dining service positions, Dan
Langdale, Director of the Student Employment Office, agreed
that there has been a problem
finding sufficient numbers of
MIT students willing to take
food service jobs. 11owever, he
also admitted that to date the
Employment Office "hasn't lent
much more energy to solve a
fairly minimal problem."
According to Langdale and
Director of Financial Aid, Jack
Frailey, the problems are partially due to the flexibility of
the current "job award" packet
which students receive. Frailey
explained that the job award is
actually a job/loan option, and
that many students are choosing
the loan option, thus eliminating
the 'need to find a term-time Job.
Both Frailey and Langdale
agreed that there are certain
shortcomnings to the present
system of making job opening
known to students, though
neither knew of an immediate
solution. Langdale said that
there "is a question of how
strenuously dining service is
looking for MIT students,";
however, Frailey added that a
solution is difficult to find. "We
could shoot a flare off the top of
the Student Center each time a
job opens up," he commented.
Communications gap
In response to the charge that
he evaded a The Tech reporter
who was working on the original
article on Dining Service employees, Brammer asserted that
the messages which-the reporter
had left with the secretaries in
the Housing and Dining office
had not leached him. Brammer
said that "the girls in the office
have no recollection [of the messages] ," and added that "I try to
make time available to everyone
who wants to see me-"
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The Class of '73 has decided to

dispense with the formality of an
official graduation speaker. In its
place we hope to have a number of
informal activities which we hope
will be more meaningful to the class.
Anyone who has any ideas about the
form of these activities. or is willing

to work on Graduation should
contact Bob Longair at dormiine
9390 or leave a message at dormline
N
A N D
E 5
F R i
UNDESIGNATI;l) SOPHOMORES:
Sala de Puerto Rico. there will be a
and
for freshman
:neeting
Llndesignated sophomores interested
in management. Refreshments will be
served. Please come and find out
about Course XV.

Barry

II

Spacks

(x3-6954) or Professor Sandy Kaye
9.
May
by
( x3-2643).
Announcements of awards will be
made on May 16, along with the
announcement of the 1972 MIT
Writing Prizes.
Creative

Photography

Lottery

4.051 will be May 2-9. Sign up in
W31-310. Drawing May 10.
MIT Urban Action is sponsoring a
cabaret on Saturday. April 28 from 8
pmin to midnight in the Bush Room
(10-105) as part of it s Spring Festival
celebration. Admission is free, and
*

of any 'spirit'."
On the other hand. the house
is too small to confine all one's
efforts to it. to make it into
one's whole world. House politics are not likely to seem terribly important to a student working in a Presidential campaign,
and fighting for or against compulsory Commons does not
strike a student working on social programs in a large city as
being particularly relevant. The
CSE recognized this, and the
Report stresses that the house
should not be seenr as the limits
of one's world.
Surveys were taken to determine the most viable social unit
for students in the various
dorms. These figures indicate
that people draw the majority of
their friends from a unit of
approximately 30-60 residents
based on various structural units.
East Campus residents regarded
the floor as being the basic unitin Baker, it was usually a part of
a floor, although Baker has a
higher degree of inter-unit contact than the other dorms. (Baker was the only house with a
substantial feeling for the house
as a social unit.) MacGregor has
strong entires, where the entry
has been unified by activities
) and weaker entries, which do
r not have the same spirit. Students identify with the former
t when they exist; residents of
weaker entries tend to identify
with their suites.
Burton presented a problem,
in that the physical layout of the
shell that was renovated necessitated a plan that allows few
inter-suite contacts. Graves, who
was a senior tutor in "old"Burton, said, "The exile hur
many of the Burton entires [The
exile is the period during which
Burton was renovated, and the
residents scattered into various
other accomodations.]. It seems
(Continued on next page)
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live entertainment will be provided.
Everyone's invited.

U
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* TCA will be silkscreening T-shirts
with the Institute Screw at
Kaleidescope on Friday, May 4 from
2-7 prm. On your own shirts or ours.
Summer Session Registration
*
material must be returned to the
Registrar's Office E19-335 by
Wednesday, May 9.
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SlINJMER GRANTS FOR Mlit
WRRI 11`RS: Funds are available for a
few summer grants for undergraduate
writers at MIT. Students should
submit a letter describing the writing
project, iand a sample of work, to

ProfesSor

institutions . . . It is this group
of friends .. . that is the source

L4U¶

On Wednesday. N1lay 2 at 7 pm in the

eih er

role of the individual hlouse. The
'63 Report favored thhe idea of
develloping each housse into a
comr plete residential -unit; it
woul ld contain everythzing a student would need excepAtacadernic an id major extracurr icular and
athle ;tic facilities. This ;would, it
was predicted, have ttwo social
1) Students
conssequences:
woul ld identify with th e house as
a w hole, creating a spirit of
hous e ,loyalty that the CSE

--

---
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9131, as soon as possible!

to know a sizable fraction of a
large house's residents on a-personal basis; and most students
would rather know a few people
well, and be able to communicate well with these few people,
than have a more casual relationship with many people. The
Graves Report points out, "-'Students are most likely to identify
with groups of friends than with

found desirable; and 2) As all
the houses, new and old, evolved
into a complete residential unit,
students would have no reason
to move from one house to
another, and would remain in
the same house for four years.
The '73 Report examined
these ideas, and found them
both, in light of experience, to
itor)
be unsound. In the '60s, the
One area in which the new
house was indeed a viable social
the
from
differs
CSE Report
unit Large all-house parties were
previous (1963) Report is on the
often held, and were quite popular; facilities and funding on a
house-wide scale were needed
~for such parties. Since then,
:,,:
~x~:
~however, the greater emphasis
has been on activities on a smaller scale - usually in the entry or
floor. This effect has not just
been -social; the CSE cited a
trend toward entry, as opposed
to house-wide, intramural teams,
as well as dramatic groups, and
so forth.
At the request of the CSE, a
~group of students taking Manam;:,
gerial Psychology. 15.301, did a
~
study of the values individuals
IgJ ~
~derived from their residence ex!T O
perience as a group project. This
m m
was studied by a series of interviews of students living in East
Send for your Student Identification Card and gettt a
Campus and Burton House.
big break on rates at Hilton Hotels and Inns coast to
These dorms were chosen as
his
coast. (Grad students and faculty, too.) Just mail th.h
representing two extremes: East
nal
n
Natior
Dept.,
Travel
Corp.,
coupon to Hilton Hotels
I,a!.
Campus, as an old corridor-type
C
Hills,
Beverly
Sales Div., 9880 Wilshire Blvd.,
dorm, as opposed to the
90210. Then come visit the Hiltons.
Burton,
recently-renovated
which represented the implementation of the '63 Report.
Name
These results were used by the
Address
CSE as being representative of
the system, and were incorpoZip
State
U City
rated in the Report's suggestions.
Class of 1 9
Cnlleaen
The CSE concluded that, tc
today's students, "a house of f
I
P"'71
300 or more people is both toc
I
large and too small a unit for
,,
U
students to identify with." Most
Mmacmmmm
students find it impossible to gel
m=mmmm=rmm3mz3
m EsB
t .
II
By Mike McNamee
(McNamee, an Associate News'
Editor of The Tech and a resident of Baker House, has been
studying the Graves Report for
several months, and has written
an anal vsis of the Report. This is
the third in a series of four
articles on that analysis. -Ed-
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NOTICE:
* OFFICIAL
processing charge for any second
term registration change after May 4.
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* OFFICIAL NOTICE: After May
4, an undergraduate must petition
Academic
the Committee on
Performance if he desires to cancel
registration in a subject.
* Famous Lady Balloonist to give
seminar at MIT - Mrs. Constance
Wolf of Blue Bell, Pennsylvania, will
.give the General Seminar of the
Department of Aeronautics and
Astronautics on Tuesday, May 1
from 4 to 5 pm. Coffee will be served
preceding the seminar in Room
33-411 at 3:30 pm. Mrs. Wolf holds
15 world records, including the
Duration Record when she stayed
aloft for more than 40 hours beating

LRelwz

and W~velre

CAMI.HPUS CUE

e

590 Commonwealth Ave.
(Opposite B. U. Towers)

the previous record, which was held
by two Russian women. Mrs. Wolf is
very active in the Balloon Club of
America which owns the famous
balloon used in the film Around the
World in 80 Days. On May 1, she will
explain why she prefers using
hydrogen rather than hot air for her
flights.
* "What Are Models Made of?" by
Dr. David Hawkins, Professor of
Philosophy, University of Colorado
and Director of the Mountain View
Center for Environmental Education
in Boulder, Colo., wilt be presented
by the MIT Education Division
Colloquium at 12 noon in Room
9-150 on Friday, May 4. Open to the
public.

Pocket Billiards
Pinball Machines
a date!
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WITH US

WITHOUT US

o You make one can and we put you

o

on the airline of your choice.

AVNUE 214HARVARD

You all several airlines and all you
got is a ticket.

KLK, TWA, Pan Am.. .to the
city of your choice and then

,

.

AVENUE- 2772140
of CMOCNWEALT.

Parking
1
EXCLUSIVE
NEW ENGLAND.
PREMIERE!
s
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bring you home. Plus...

to
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-BERNADETTE
TRUFFAUT.
FRANCOIS
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Free trip planning

0

Passport, visa, innoculation facts

o

All travel needs within Europe train passes and car rentals,
intra-Europeani flights, hotels

-ARTHUR COOPER, Newsweek

o Ships to Europe from $150

2,4,6,8,10
Midnight Shows Fri. & Sat.

o Guide books
European specialists for people of all ages.
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(Continuedfrom page2)
that the floors that had strong
traditions in the old house came
through well, and formed strong
entries; others, especially those
with a high percentage of upperclassmen who graduated during
the exile, didn't fare too well.
It's the latter that have formed
the weaker, more fragmented
entries that have given blind
Burton its name." More students
in Burton identified the suite
(six-ten residents) as their basic
unit in Burton than anywhere
else in the system.
Senior House, with its small
size ( 1 90 students) and
traditions, such as the annual
Steak Fry, has a strong sense of
house loyalty unmatched in the
system except in Baker. At Senior House, the basic unit is
usually the entry, or a floor
within the entry. McCormick
residents in the East Tower seem
to

identify

with their suites

(which are much larger than
MacGregor-Burton suites); in the
West Tower, the floor is the
social unit.

II

The surveys conducted by the
CSE show that 5 3.9% of the
dormitory residents are satisfied
with the size of their basis social
unit. 39.8% find it too small or
much too small; 5:8% think the
unit is too large. It is interesting
to note that the most dissatisfied
residents are those in Burton,
McCormick East, Senior House,

and fragmented entires in MacGregor, while Baker, East Campus, and strong MacGregor entries were most satisfied with
their situation.
Students seem to feel that the
major purpose of the social unit
is purely social - a place to meet
people and make one's friends.
"Hacking around" and doing
things together are the main
ways that units seem to become
strong; no definite formulas
were suggested, although traditions seem to go further than
organized parties in achieving

philQsnophy

this unity. (Repeated use of the'
word "seems" is due to the
nature of the material and the
data in this area - it cannot be
treated specifically or analytically.)
Improvements in the dorms
often increase the pride that
residents take in their residences,
as does a policy of allowing
students to decorate their
rooms. The Report cites East
Campus and old Burton, where
"the addition of carpeting and
attractive lighting helped to convert the corridors into floor living rooms, where people would
gather for good conversation
rather than hockey or water
fights." The CSE therefore recommends that all halls be carpeted, and that floor lounges be
placed where they are accessible
to a majority of the residents in
the floor or entry. Students
should be allowed to decorate
their own rooms, with the caveat
that anything that might prove
objectionable to future residents
be removed.
One of the most ironic points
in the whole '73 Report is the
fact that social cohesion is, in at
least some instances, inversely
related to the quality of the
facilities. The CSE found that
old Burton, where "you had to
band together just to stay alive,"
as one veteran put it, had far
more social cohesion than MacGregor, new Burton, and McCormick, the plushest dorms on
campus. This is one area where
experience has proved the '63
Report false.
The basic premise of diversity, on which so much of the
CSE's present effort is based,
came into play again when the
committee considered the allotment of space in the dormitory
system. The practice in the past,
designed to achieve maximum
uniformity among the different
houses, has been to insist that
each house come as close as
possible to the ideal of 25%
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SALES TERENE~~

"THE PLAYBOY
OF THE wEsTeRN WORLD"9
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By J.M. Synge
Directed by JOSEPH EVERING HAM
Sets by
W.D. Roberts

Lighting by
Edward Darna

Costumes by
Linda Martin

Little Theatre, Kresge Auditorium, IFIT
April 26,27,28 & May 4,5, 1973 at 8:30 PM

Seats: $2.25

Reservations 253-4720
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BRING A BLANKET--SIT ON THE FLOOR
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(Complete boat
includedfree
with every sail purchase)
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M.I.T. DRAMASHOP

freshmen, 25% sophomores, 25%
juniors, and 25% seniors in the
house. Attrition, early graduation, and people moving out of
the system have biased the figures towards the freshman end
(so that the actual numbers
might be 30-27-23-20), but the
policy has leen to have the same
proportion in each house.
If the goal of our housing
system is to develop diverse options for a student to choose
among, the CSE asks, why
should he/she be forced to stick
with a decision that he made
during his first week at MIT,
before he attended a single class?
There is no actual forcing of
students to remain in the dorms
they chose as freshmen, the CSE
adds; indeed, statistics show that
most requests for transfers that
take place at the end of the year
are granted. On the other hand,
most students think that it is
difficult to change houses; that
people who change houses are
losers who couldn't get along
with their roommates; that there
is no desirability in changing
dorms. For most people, in the
current system, this is true; most
people are happy with their
choice and have no wish to
change. But, the CSE stresses,
can we consider such a static
system to be the best utilization
of the educational potential of
our housing system?
"I came from a college
[Princeton] where it was accepted to move from dorm to dorm
each year," Graves said, commenting on what will probably
be the most controversial issue
raised by the '73 Report. "You
could stay with your friends,
move as a block if you liked. It
was broadening - you tried several lifestyles, you met more
people.
"I'm not terribly interested in
ways and means right now. What
I'd like is just to raise the issue,
to start some discussion in the
community."
--

---
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Here it is; a genuine 45-square-foot nylon sailboat sail, sporting

A

the label of the world's largest-selling beer! And with it you
get a complete Sea Snark, the world's largest-selling sailboat!
Right! For the reduced price of $90.00 (regularly about
$120.00), you can hoist the King's colors, and ride the wind
and waves in your own personal sailboat.
The Sea Snark is so simple to rig, so unsinkably easy to
handle, you'll be under sail the very first day. And there's room
aplenty for two adults, plus gear and grub
and a cooler-full of Budweiser,.
Why let acres and acres of perfectly good water
go to waste? Send today for your Sea Snark.
and raise sails with the fun set!
I I11

Sea Snark® Specifications:
Hull is one-piece, high-density expanded
polystyrene, I I-footoverall oength.with
wraparoufnd gunnel guard. o Mast,
,,..
boom and spar of toughest alloy,
D-'<
seamless aluminum. o All wooden
parts and fittings have durable spar varnish
finish. o Sea Snark sailing instruction
manual included free with boat.
a
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Snarlk Pro:ducts. Inc., :Dept. C, One Riverside Plaza, No~rthl Bergen, N.J. 07047
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The recent controversy over statements to this newspaper from a
number of administration officials raises an important question of
Institute policy concerning the free flow of information.
Normally, the track record of the people in charge here has been
creditable when it comes to releasing non-controversial information about
operations directly affecting students. An example would be the recent
rate review process, during which there was full disclosure.
However, serious questions have arisen during The Tech's coverage of

other issues at MIT, including the dining service, an issue which touches
the lives of hundreds of students every day. The information released by
certain officials has been something less than completely frank.
The problem is not one of incorrect information, but rather of
incomplete information. Telling part of the truth is often tantamount to
deception. Hiding the true basis of a decision makes it impossible for the
university community to ascertain what actions might influence administrative actions.
If the oft-repeated rhetoric of a free and open community of scholars is
to be taken at face value; and if MIT's decision making process is to be
any different than that of Honeywell or Polaroid, then officials at all
levels have an obligation to explain their actions to the student press,
whenever such actions directly affect students.
This does not deny the right of the university to proprietary
information: we have no right to demand faculty salaries, details of the
fiscal and fund-raising operations, or similar information. We do have the
right, and the responsibility, to demand public discussion in advance of
major decisions, and public explanation of them afterwards. Such
discussion should be complete and on-the-record.

The Tech was sent a copy of this memo.
Memo To:
Carola B. Eisenberg
Roy Lamson
Jerome B. Wiesner
As a member of the MIT Symphony
Orchestra for five years and as concertmaster for the last two, I would like to
respond to the criticisms leveled at the
orchestra by members of the other musical groups at MIi. It is very tempting to
attribute the somewhat bitter statements
which appeared in The Tech on Friday,
April 20, to a simple case of jealous envy,
but let me avoid such counter-arguments
and merely clarify a few facts.
First of all, the principal reason for the
orchestra's great publicity and notoriety
is simply that it plays with great competence and inspiration. Just ask the
newspapers and audiences. However,
neither the professional level of musicmaking nor the attention has belonged to
the orchestra until recently. Until the
arrival of Professors David Epstein, John
Buttrick, Robert Freeman, and others,
the level of the orchestra and of classical
musical performance in general at MIT
was, to say the least, dismal and uninspiring. With great dedication, Professor
Epstein built and improved the
organization. In the beginning it was
miraculous indeed to even muster the
requisite number of musicians to field a
whole ensemble. Thus, players from outside the Institute were recruited by necessity. With expert guidance from the vigorous young music faculty and by hard
work, the orchestra progressed by leaps
and bounds. After eight years of building,
the orchestra has reached a truly high
level of musicianship, and proved it on
the highly successful cross-country tour.
Through these years, as the competence
of the orchestra grew, so did the enthusiasm of our audiences and the excitement among its players. In my five years
alone, I have seen incredible increases in
the numbers of MIT people joining the
group and becoming faithful followers.
This now brings me to the membership
of the orchestra, the great thorn in the
side of Mr. Husby, er. al. According to
the figures quoted, 17 members have no
MIT/Wellesley connection. This is a misleading figure. Of these, there were twelve
string players, two harp players, one
French horn player, one flutist, and one
oboist. The French hornist was recruited
when an MIT undergraduate dropped out
just prior to the tour; no MIT harp player
auditioned; the oboist remained only
after two new MIT oboists joined this
year: and the flutist was an eight-year
veteran, loyal from the start. Anyone
who knows anything about orchestras
understands that string players are always
in demand. I was personally present at
string auditions for the last two years,
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By Paul Schindler
MIT is a working definition of the
newsmagazine style of university education. For the uninitiated, or those who
have never thought about it much (which
is probably most of you), the major
innovation of the newsmagazine was departmentalization of the news.
It made news easier to follow. National, International, Science, Medicine, Show
Business; the format allowed stories that
did not have a "hard news peg" but were
merely things people ought to, or would
like to, know about. It freed the news
from kowtowing to the immediate event,
and enabled it to roam the world. The
idea succeeded because it was right for
the news.
But it has a problem, and that is that
some news "falls between the cracks." Is
the dollar national or international, or
business, or the subject for an Essay?
The problem, in this modern day of
systems," is much more pronounced in
education than it ever was in news.
Transportation problems pose the most
stunning example of the end result of a
newsmagazine or department style on an
MIT education.
But this is like a special multidepartment cover story in a newsmagazine: it's only a small exception to the
general rule - strict specialization in a
narrow discipline. And it's killing the
world and it's hurting MIT.
As one faculty member recently pointed out, and this may be applicable to
most of our interdisciplinary efforts: "It's
not putting a lawyer, a doctor, and an
engineer together in a room to work on a
problem, it's getting a person or group of
people together, each of whom has some
knowledge in all of these areas." The
faculty member, call him Smith, did not
want to be identified because he is in a
Ilow level
policy position, and would like
ito stay there or move
ahead. Talk of
I
"breaking down departmental lines" is
iI
not likely to be popular with any department head, including Smith's. He himself
Ihas multiple degrees, similar to the list
above.
Smith went on to suggest that it is
ttime MIT defined its goals, "not in terms
of process but in terms of output."
Currently, departments at MIT set up

and, believe me, no person, especially
from MIT or Wellesley, was turned away
who was capable of playing the parts. For
those who were denied admission, they
are far better off sharpening their technique before attempting to join a large
section where one can become sloppy and
develop bad habits. Many of the twelve
"outsiders" joined the orchestra when
regular MIT personnel were unable to
make the tour. Others of this group were
not listed properly in the program (from
which Husby, et. al. drew their data), as
their MIT or Wellesley affiliation was
omitted.
It is silly to contend that MIT staff,
alumni, and Wellesley students do not
belong in the orchestra. The staff and
alumni make huge contributions of time,
money, energy, and prestige to the Institute. Wellesley students take courses at
(Letters continued)
MIT without extra tuition - they are
In this capacity as president, I have
therefore certainly entitled to participate
met with him on a one-to-one basis
in an activity not available on their own (discussing renovations and problems of
campus, just as MIT students are allowed the dormitory) and in group discussion
to participate in Wellesley classes and (the rent-review presentation to Dormiactivities without extra tuition.
tory Council). In either of these types of
The MIT Orchestra, therefore, requires situations I have always felt and still feel
no justifications for its existence and
that he has been perfectly frank, open
success. It is clearly an organization not
and honest. He has been willing to help in
only representative of the Institute, but
whatever way possible.
one of which we all can be proud. Those
As a cashier and commons checker at
few players not connected with MIT or
Walker Memorial I have often seen the
Wellesley have been loyal members interest which he takes in the Dining
they joined when times were rough and
Services. He has a real and demonstrable
they were needed, stuck with it, and now interest not only in the Dining Services
have justifiably reaped the fruits of their
but also in the student staff.
labors.
I have seen him pay for part of the
Perhaps the resentment of the other
dinner of a student who did not undermusical groups is actually a healthy sign, stand what was correctly part of a comanother manifestation of a new vitality
plete dinner special. When my only reand interest in music at MIT' lacking course as cashier was to ask a customer to
before the emergence of the orchestra. In
either pay for the additional item or to
any event, I'm sure the standing-room- take it back, Mr. Brammer personally
only crowds that have packed Kresge for paid for it. To me this reflects a real
every MIT Orchestra concert in the last
concern both for the student and for the
few years (wihout benefit, may I add, of success of the dining service.
extensive publicity) and who obviously
Lastly, I first met Mr. Braminer while
enjoy and appreciate good music, would
he was still an administrative officer in
join me in hoping that the MIT Sym- the Electrical Engineering Department.
phony Orchestra maintains its high cali- As a freshman, I was seeking funding for
ber and standards, and continues to re- materials for an IAP project. This funding
ceive the "special attention" which such I did not ultimately receive, but I still feel
success clearly merits.
that Mr. Brammer did much more than he
Allan Y. Teranishi, G(5)
needed to do, even had I been an EE
major, which I was not. To show this
To the Editor:
I feel compelled to write this letter in amount of interest in a freshman who
response to your front page article con- could realistically make no claims on
cerning statements from Gene Brammer, either his time or the department's
director of MIT's Housing and Food money proves to me, at least, a real
concern and consideration for the
Service; statements which you categorize
student.
as false and misleading. Let me preface by
In closing then, let me say that I can
mentioning that I am president of the
neither
make my position too clear nor
Senior House, one of the dormitories on
my
feelings
too strong. I believe that
the East Campus, and as a result of this I
have had much contact with Mr. Gene Brainmer has been working only for
Brarnmer. Considerably more, I think, the benefit of the students, something
which is all too rare at MIT.
than your reporter has had.
Daniel James King
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curricula designed to train a person to be
an engineer. Each department sets its
course criteria separate from the other
departments: the student's overall education is tied together by the Institute
requirements, the basic purpose of which
is to provide all graduates with a minimum of basic skills (physics, math,
chemistry, lab work). There is also the
one course per term humanities requirement, MIT's token contribution to the

t

well-rounded person. It is viewed by most

students like medicine: "Close your eyes,
swallow quickly, and it will be all over."
Smith suggests that MIT begin defining
itself, and its courses, not in terms of the
students it admits (input) or the courses
they go through (processing), but rather
in terms of the kind of people it wants to
turn out (output). Anyone who has taken
even an elementary computer course at
the Institute realizes how irrational it
would be to write a computer program if
all one knew about it was the input and
the instructions available. "What is the
algorithm?" they would ask. "What is the
desired output?" they might cry.
Currently, the answers to these questions are woefully underspecified, and
determined by the input and the process,
when they should in all rationality be
determined by the desired output. If MIT

wants to turn out a well-rounded student,
they should admit a well-rounded freshman class. If they want people with an
interdisciplinary outlook, they should
offer them a course structure that encourages them to take the broad view of
things. Finally, the Institute's faculty
should eliminate the if's and the myths
by publicly debating and deciding the
question, "What is our desired output?"
While they are at it, they might devote
their attention to the related but competing outputs of the effort of this
organization: students, research, and
work for the government (which is research, but sometimes of a special kind).
Perhaps a clearer set of priorities might be
set up. Perhaps the faculty might recon-

sider addition of faculty members in the
future who avow in advance complete
-dedication to research, with no students
except post-docs (and there are such
professors now). Perhaps, some day in the
dim, distant future, the ability to teach
students may become part of the process
by which faculty tenure decisions are
made.
Smith thinks there are innovative programs which might make future breakthroughs possible: he includes in these
the possible innovation in engineering
education program which the Sloan
foundation has been asked to fund (The
Tech, April 3, 1973). These and other
programs, he points out, are beginning to
crack the departmental ice here. There is
opposition among some department
heads, he noted, but the will of several of
the Deans, and the Central Administration, is that departmental lines should
begin to blur a bit, and so they shall.
Administration members have expressed their dedication to the standards
of excellence maintained by autonomous,
rigorous departments, and it is unlikely
that this structure will become a minority
vehicle for persons being educated at MIT
in the near future. But the University
must change to keep up with the times,
and this process, as painful as it will be
for some, will have to start soon, or we
will lose yaluable time.
I
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(Continued from page 1l
IV's requirements are not set but
extremely flexible. For the four
basic areas of concentration,
each student is required to take
one introductory course from
four of the department's five
fields of study (including Urban
Studies and Implementation).
Once this is accomplished, the
student should take two or three
advanced courses outside his
area of concentration. Aside
from these stipulations, the student is granted virtual freedom

in compiling his own coherent
set of advanced subjects in his
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speci ialty designed to secure a
stronig background in the field.
"The. framework is for students
to bbuild programs for themselvess. We try to comply with
wher re they're at now."
U.Unfortunately, this informal
apprceoach may be the greatest
fault Lof the department. "Once
you decide upon Course IV, if
you don't already have a good
idea of what you want, it's hard
to u]Understand ,~,hat it is you're
supp( osed to do." As executive
officeer, Croisser acts as advisor
to aapproximately 45 students
withiin the department, three

times the load of other departmental advisors. "This is mainly
because I handle all of the odd
and special cases. Many students
find they have lost direction by
their junior year, and it's my job
to help find a track they'll fit
on." Croisser quickly added.
however, that a majority of the
students have little or no trouble
coping with the flexibility of the
department. Many, in fact, go so
far as to develop better programs
for themselves than those required. "If a student walks up to
me and says 'I want to take this,
(Continued on next page)
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DID YOU KNOW OUR MENU INCLUDES:

Bar B Que Chicken
Half Pounder Chopped Steak
Weiner Schnitzel

Sirloin Strip Steaks
French Fried Filet of Sole
As well as the popular California Burger, French Fries,
Desserts, Grilled Sandwiches, Submarines, and a Variety
of cold sandwiches? Did you know our variety of
beverages includes an ice cream fountain?

Technology and Culture Seminar
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By Wendy Peikes "Screw unto others - especially those who've screwed
you." And if you want to get
back at that professor who
screwed you to the wall last
term - you can retaliate by
casting a ballot for him in the
Big Screw Contest.
The preliminary ballots will
be cast in the Building 10 lobby
till April 27, after which the five
leading candidates will be chosen
as semifinalists. At Kaleidescope
on May 4, ballots will be cast for
a penny a vote, to decide who
among these five potential winners will be elected "the professor who screwed more students than any of his corm
petitors." For all his efforts, he
will be awarded an appropriately
sized
mnodel
of the Institute
screw: a three-foot long alumi-X
nium left-handed screw. He will
hold his prize for one year, after
which he must return it for
presentation to his successor.
The contest's winner will choose
a charity to which the proceeds
of this contest will be donated.
According to Jerry Roylance
'75, director of the "Big Screw,"
"The purpose of the contest is
to have fun and vent frustrations." Votes can only be cast
on computer cards, preferably

impoossible for a member of the
admiMinistration, a non-faculty
mereiber associated with MiT, or
just about afiy person, place, or
thingg to win, although, as Roylancee puts its, "We'd prefer the
winnaer to be a person." An
astoaunding number of computer
cardss have been filed under
"Mis sc." as they contain the
namee of an object not directly
assocciated with any department.
S ome examples of votes one
woulld find if he peeked into the
box entitled "Misc.": Servend,

used ones, and must have the

B

department
professor and the
handwritten on the back.
Xeroxed copies and other cards
printed by short-cut methods
will not be accepted because, as
Roylance explains, "If you
really hate the guy, you'll be
willing to spend the time writing [
out a card by hand."
There have been votes cast
for professors in Just about every
department, but courses 6 and 8
seem to be leading in the

Ma Bell, x5858, the Registrar,
Student Center elevators,
50-340, 77 Mass. Ave., Multics,
Briggs Field, all T.A.'s, MIT,
Bursar, William Barton Rogers,
Curtis Reeves, Jerry Roylance,
$3100, Building 13 frisbee, the
Coop, H. Kissinger, the state of
Iowa, Richard Milhaus Nixon,
ROTC, the God Squad, dorm
line, Chem Engineering
Building, Course X . . . Yes, you
can vote for just about anything.
You can even vote to screw
yourself!

nIauges of Maan Series

Psychotechnology and Social Conflict:
The Politics of Brain and Behavior

Professor Stephan Chorover, Psychology

Respondents: Dr. William H. Sweet, Mass. General Hospital
Hubert E. Jones, Urban Studies
Wed., May 2
5:30 PM in Room 9-150
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names of their professors. A few
A.
of those who seem to be quite
X
"popular" with their students, _
and their respective means of
X
screwingthem, are: Paul Barret,:
construction in the chemical
m
engineering building;
Professor
'Toomre, 18.03; Frisch, course
M
8 and over-admission to the gra-X
duate school; A.P. French, 8.01,
a
and John J. Donovan, 6.251.
v
Although the winner of the
contest was originally intended
X..
to be a professor, it is not
X
number of cards displaying the
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(Continued from page 5)
this, this, and this,' and can give
me a valid reason why these
courses contribute to his individual program, we are more
than happy to bend the requirements to fit in these additional
subj ects."
In order to aid students engulfed in the literal plethora of
course offerings in the Department of Architecture, the
course office furnishes brief one-page descriptions of each course
taught that semester. Croisser,
however, expressed his regret
that most students in the department simply do not make
use of these course summaries.
"I think this could Temove a lot
of the difficulties of course selection in the department, but as
of yet it has not caught on."
A more rigorous program for
the Architecture student can be
found in the special Course IV
program of Architectural Design.
Since the intent of this degree is
to prepare the student for a two
year continuation to insure his
Master of Architecture degree
(the first professional degree),
the requirements are given in
terms of minimum number of
units in various categories.
Though satisfying the basic program of Architectural Design,
this program is much more restrictive and virtually abolishes
the 60 unrestricted elective units
assured students in more basic
programs. The special program
includes a number of courses
designed specifically to guide the
student into filling, in particular,
the Master of Architecture requirements here at the Institute.
Because of this fine preparatory
program, a large number of MIT
undergraduates are accepted into
the Graduate School each year.
The wide range of offerings
within the Department of Ar-
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chitecture and their many relationships with those of other
departments may suggest to students a possible coherent program which includes combining
work in Course IV with work in
other departments in the Institute. In order to comply with
this possibility, Course IV has
initiated a' Bachelor of Science
degree, IV-B. To be accepted
into this program, a student
must submit in writing a "statement of educational goals, and a
list of restricted, planned, and
unrestricted electives selected to
achieve these goals."
Socially, Course IV is easily
the most radical course on campus. Most students are on a first
name basis with professors, and
classes are very informal and
personal. The students are fairly
close knit considering their large
degree of interaction with
graduate students. Last year, several students decided to sell
lunch to people in the de-
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partment once a week. Shortly
thereafter, they found they were
doing a full time business which
became the out-of-class social
.center of the department. Lec.tures and other events are usua nnounced on posters
ally
around the Building 7 elevator.
MIT's Department of Ar
chitecture is taking a bold new
approach to the field by concerning themselves mainly with
the new 'and futuristic roles of
Architecture. Their approach, a
concern with people using spaces
rather than concern with the
building itself, is both idealistic
and very overdue. Requirements
are flexible, and course offerings
are many. Socially, the department is well off, and its students
are among the most well rounded in the Institute. For those
students who are impressed by
such goals and interested in such
programs, the Department of Architecture would be well worth
looking into.

lntornati!na;ly Acclaimed Recipiont of India's Hghest Arti¢c Awards
The Queen of Classical Indian Dance in Concot
with Her Denczmand Musicians
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THE NOMINATIONS COMMITTEE
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_!PLUS- A new one by Lettvin/!/!

1NTER`ACTOVE LECTURES

,

II.

COSMOLOGY

by Prof. Philip Morrison, MIT

Interested in serving on the Executive Committee
of the UndergraduateAssociation?

'NVPLI CATI ONS OF THE APO LLO 1 1 LUNAR MATE RI AL

by Dr. John A. Wood, Smithsonian Observatory.
f,
I,

SYMBIOTIC THEORY OF THE ORlIGIN OF HIGHER CELLS
by Prof. Lynn Margulls, Boston University

x3-2696

EXPERIMENTS ON THE ORIGIN OF LIFE
by Prof. Carl Sagan, Cornell

before Friday, May 4

LEAF INSECTS, BIRDS, AND HUMAN COLOR VISION
by Prof. Jerome Lettvin, MIT
Students who are curious about the topics above are invited to
use an experimental system containing these interactive
lectures, which were recorded specifically for individual
listening. The lecture; are unique in that they include a great
many recorded answers to interesting questions. The answers
extend and deepen the discussion, and can be quickly and
conveniently accessed.
If you wouod like to try the system, please call 864-6000, ext.
2800, or write a short note to Stewart Wilson, Polaroid, 730
Main St., Cambridge (near MIT), mentioning when you might

A

be free and how you can be reached.
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You wait nine months for a summer
vacation. With a little help from BOAC,
d,' '
,
you'll be sure to make the most of it.
We can show you hundreds of ways to
,#0
I 0
.
{
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see Europe without spending your tuition
doing it. We've got work and study proA
S
grams. Or you can even grab an education ,t ,
on the road, living in a tent, with a continent for a classroom.
~~Bargpians i~ sid
a~nO
, it ^
If anyone can save you money in
lT
Britain, it's BOAC. First of all, you can take .
,
.,
;
advantage of our Youth Fare from Boston
to London of $253 starting June 1. Fare
lower in April and May and after August 31.
'-..
In what amounts to a cram course on the subject, we'll also
show you how to travel on your own anyplace in Britain, do everything you want to do, and do it at the best possible price.
Example: 3 nights with breakfasts at a central London hotel
or hostel, sightseeing, shopping discounts, plus a copy of the
indispensable Nicholson's Students' London Guide. All for $22.
Example: Bed and breakfast at a centrally located student
hostel in London, $4 to $4.85. And you can do even better outside
of London.
We can even arrange reduced rate student charter flights
from London to many European cities. Or show you how to bicycle
around Britain by train. And there's lots, lots more.
BOAC can also arrange to place you in a wide variety of jobs
in Great Britain, France, Italy or Switzerland. Work periods are 4 to
8 weeks. With only a few exceptions, board and accommodations
are free.
Basically, jobs can be broken down into these categories:
Hotel work, family guest positions, secretarial, work, archaeological digs, agricu itural student camps, conservation'ecology
and community projects. Plan now while jobs are still available.
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seeing-even numerous special excursions.
All camping equipment is supplied,
with the exception of a sleeping bag. Since
camping is a way of life in Europe, campsites are excellent. Ours always include
showers, toiiets and washing facilities.
SUMMer.schocps.
How about studying acting at the
Royal Academy of Dramatic Art?
This drama workshop in London also
l-~~.;t-...,:.... ~m
includes visits to several London
theatres; and to performances in
:L4:.m
~-~i.Stratford-on-Avon
'~~
and Chicester.
Courses also available for college credit in literature, ecology,
education, art and architecture, journalism, economics-even
antiques. Most are 4 weeks, with 2 or 3 weeks in London and the
remainder in another British city.
The John Clark Academy is a London based non-profit organization that features an unusual range of courses: Mood and
Atmosphere, Pop Music, Archaeology, The Role of Women in
Society, The English Cinema and Magic and Ritual. For teachers,
there's a special course in Open Education.
These courses run 5 weeks and 'consistof tutorials, seminars,
field visits and guest lecturers such as Jonathan Miller and
Germaine Greer. Sessions at Oxford, and the Universities of York
and London. Credit is awarded at both the graduate and undergraduate levels.
For information on any of the above programs, check the
appropriate boxes and mail the coupon today. We know you'll hate
to miss out on another great summer at home, but we'll make it
well worth your while.
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BOAC-British Airways, Box VC1o Dept.L7 -444, New York,'N.Y. 10011
Telephone (212) 687-1600 or call your local BOAC office.
CA European Camping
I] Bargains in Britain
Summer Schools
S]
[] Summer Jobs

Address

Here's the economical, adventurous way to see Europe. For
$299, for instance, you can take a 5 week trip through Russia and
Scandinavia. Other trips run 16 days to 9 weeks and include
up to 14 European countries.
Camping tour prices give you nearly everything but air fare
-- ferry crossings and campsite fees, transport by bus, sight'7
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definitely anti-American. Anti-American I
because Paul represents the American
middle-aged male who takes his chauvinism and grinds it down the ass of a

H ou$se of

confused, free-spirited jeune file in the
name of sexual communication, depicting
the twisted sexual identity of that same
American male.
Yet it is the chauvinism/domination

by Mark Astolfi

theme that is at the heart of Last Tango,
and what Bertolucci is saying goes past

Houses Of the HolY -

the facile observations regarding Paul's
death at the hands of Jeanne as being his
deserved comeuppance. But his chauvinism does not end there; in implication, hsi
control over her will trail ber forever. She
has only made a superficial break from
him, she can never really be free from his
dominance.
Paul is the epitome of the superman
image of toughness and durability; he
craves control of his women. Only twice

After Led Zeppelin, Led Zeppelin II, Led
Zeppelin III, and the so-called Led Zeppelin IV (actually titled with four runic

symbols, something like t&@%), this one,
their fifth by my reckoning, is called

Houses Of the Holy (not, as one FM disc
jockey suggested, House Of HollY.) And
it's a sad album: watch Plant's vocal
chords blow another fuse, giggle as Page
tries to play guitar wearing mittens. The
hopes that this band had at last been

in Last Tango do we see him cry: once
over the bier of his wife, then while
Jeanne is masturbating in front of him. In
each case, he has last control; they are
outside his influence, and his facade of
strength is exposed as a savage, masochistic attempt at some form of masculinity.

reborn,

Last Tango in Paris is flawed in several
instances, yet it is a film that deserves to
be seen by all, if only for expousal of the
fact that it is not obscene, only slightly
shocking, and emrnminently intriguing. Its
power is overwhelming, and its message is
not one that can be easily accepted or
dismissed. Last Tango will keep you
thinking long after it has ended. At the
Cheri.
-

The
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ff Sister George
by Dennis Mill
On Thursday, two weeks ago, the Hub
Theatre Centre began its run of The

Killing of Sister George. For those of you

photo reprinted from Playboy (February 1973); copyright 1973 -- Maria Schneider
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}y Bob Ross and Neal Vitale
Many, many articles have been written

bout Bernardo Bertolucci's Last Tango
n Paris; but, by and large, such comnentaries have said nothing about the
ilm and it's content, or else they were
atuously lauditory (without any substaniation). Pauline Kael's remarks that ap-

)eared in The ATew Yorker (and elsewhere
ince) after she viewed Last Tango in
)ctober of 1972 at the New York Film
:estival tend to fall into the latter cate:ory. She called the film "a landmark in
novie history. . . (it) has altered the face
ff an art form," and she spoke of it
Laving raised pornography to the level of
he upper .class/bourgeoisie. Yet Last

rango in Paris, although fascinating, does

lot deserve such praise.
Marion Brando delivers a superb per-

formance as Paul, a 45-year-old American
living in Paris. His wife mysteriously
commits suicide and in his anguish he
meets and violently seduces a young
French ingenue (Maria Schneider). "Everything outside this place is bullshit,"
says Paul, and so they carry on an
encapsulated, nameless sexual relationship. Last Tango is a very painful film;
it is not the nude sex spree that some
would have you believe. This is a movie
for males in much the same way as was

Carnal Knowledge. In the latter, young
men's sexual identities are explored; in

Tango, middle-aged roles are interpretted
(within a rather supercilious and contrived context that occasionally delves
into the area of "pop" marriages and a
whole different generation's romantic/
sexual mores). The anguish of the film is
moving, and one leaves the theater with a
sticky, desolate feeling.
Bertolucci is making a profoundly
anti-chauvinist movie (by showing Paul's
continual need for, and ultimate domination over, first his wife, then Jeanne the
ingenue, and the repercussions thereof)

and, at the same time, one that is

Led Zeppelin

(Atlantic)
At last Led Zep breaks with tradition
and gives one of their albums a real title.

evinced

by Led Zep IV, are

herewith dashed to hell. Peek through the
cracks in the stone walls of the Houses of
the Holy and you'll catch no glimpse of
the majestic power of "Stairway To
Heaven," no glimmer of the frenetic,
zinging energy of "Black Dog," "Rock
and Roll," or "When the Levee Breaks,"
let alone any hint of earlier classics. This
album is another tragic step backwards in
the discouraging career of on of the most
dissappointing bands on record. The Zeppelinauts were light years away from their
spectacular debut album as it was; with
this album they burn out the last of their
dilithiurn crystals, and as any good Star
Trek freak knows, that means they gotta
limp home on impulse engines only, at
sub-light speed. Its a longshot.
Here's how this reviewer plots the
trajectory of Led Zeppelin's latest descent. Side one begins with the jangling
haulting, Who-like "The Song Remains
the Same." Surprisingly, Jimmy Page
spends most of his time playing simple
rhythm guitar backing, and his lead is
uninspired: some gentle, Joe Walshesque
licks, but basically the mindless flashcat
antics we've come to expect. Plant sings
like the watered-down Daltry immitation
detractors always claimed he was.
Bonharn doesn't drum: he churns butter.
"Rain Song" is next, a Led Zep love song
that starts out like "What Is and What
Should Never Be," but never erupts,
basking then smothering in lush, counterfeit-string backing (John Paul Jones on
mellotron.)
"Over the Hills and Far Away" begins
acoustically a la material off America's
first LP, then gets heavy, again sounding
like a weak Who, specifically their last
single, "Join Together." Once again
Page's guitar is listless, like something
George Harrison might crank out in his
sleep. And finally, "The Crunge." God
knows about this tune, sort of in the same
directionless vein as most of the stuff on

who saw the movie version, I can't make
any comparisons, since I haven't seen it.
But I can say that this four-person drama
has got everything going for it, from
superb acting and directing, to a price
($2.50) that's almost reasonable for
Boston drama.
But the best thing about this play is
the feeling of intimacy between the
audience and the actors. It's not a large
room to begin with,-but the state is really
"wide-screen," and at times it seems
you're watching a tennis match of
verbalisms. But that's all right too,
because you're really in the midst of the
play, from the most humorous (of which
there is much) to the most tragic.
George, played by Victoria Fraser, is
the play's leading character, but therein
Led Zeppelin III, with grating synthesizer
she is also the nurse (Sister George) in a
parts (Jones again) coming in off-tempo
BBC radio drama, "Applehurst." She has
until Plant, at the end of the song, cries
a listening public that has given her the
out in exasperation "Excuse me, I'm just
let
refuse
to
they
compliment:
highest
tryin' to find the bridge, has anybody
her step out of her nurse-character in her
seen the bridge..." Shades of James
real life. Everyone in Britain, it seems,
Brown.
loves Sister George, as she administers to
Side two is a little better, starting out
the sick and needy in Applehurst, riding
with
the only decent cut on the album,
her motorcycle to their bedsides while
"Dancing
Days-" Built on a jaunty, if
engine
hymns
with
the
singing church
I
growling in the background. It's all a I somewhat bizarre minor key chord progression (oscillation is perhaps a better
perfect portrayal of a real soaper,
word), its one of those it's-summnertimeespecially if you mentally substitute
I e t' s-run-aroun d-dancing-andtelevision for radio.
getting-loaded tunes, with Page's guitar
But then the executive decision is
again restrained, almost simple-minded
made: Sister George is to be killed in a
You could call it tasteful I-suppose, but
crash with a ten-ton truck, in order to put
Jimmy's slumming, no way around it.
the ratings of the show where they've
The tunes ends all too quickly, followed
never been before. The character of the
by "D'yer Mak'er," a trendy attempt at
BBC producer, Mercy Croft, is played
reggae that ends up sounding more like
superbly by Joan Thompson, capturing
Three Dog Night's Fifties spoof "Good
every bit of the competent professional in
Feeling 1957." But the strolling rhythm
a world of survival of. the fittest. But
guitar and irregular bass line is strictly
Mercy also shows us the more human part
Jamaican (catch the pun in the title?) On
of herself, when she befriends George's
the lyrics sheet, they ask "Whatever
roommate Alice, who has gone through
George's drinking and beatings for too happened to Rosie and the Originals?"
long. The remaining character is a gypsy What ever happened to Led Zeppelin?
Then comes "No Quarter," seven minfortune-teller, Madame Xenia, who is
utes of dreary, pseudo-jazz mood music
every bit what we would imagine her to
[Led Zeppelin, continued on page 12]

[Sister George, continued on page 1 I]
I
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d p~egg
' er Chrroit'a sake,
by Bob Ross
Turning a hit Broadway musical into a
successful movie is no easy task. Past
directors have spent millions on musicals
trying to translate them onto the screen.
Many have failed, even with super Broadway hits like Music Man, Camelot, and
Brigadoon. Many productions seem to
simply lend themselves more to the stage
than the screen. But this is only part of
GodspellIs problem. David Greene left his
imagination at home when he directed
Godspell
Technically, the film is a bore. Greene
seems to be trying to revive the "one shot
- one scene" method that was very
popular at the turn of the century. The
long shot is worn into the eyeballs as we
see the stiff characters cavort through an
empty New York City. Greene would
have been more successful if he had taken
his camera into the theater and set it up
in the fifteenth row and filmed the
Broadway production.
There is no plot to this modern biblical epic. Rather, it is a series of parables
that attempt to bridge the two thousand
years that have elapsed since the words
were first written. Not only do they fail
at this but rumor has it that certain
groups of atheists are encouraging their
Christian friends to go see this film. Ten
animated "free" spirits prancing through
NYC without other people anywhere
only proves that the Church desires to
remain blind to the over-population issue.
All in all a terrible film. At the Abbey.

I

T eDead

gR-a tef l y aE, e
by Ken Davis
The Grateful Dead are enough to
restore your faith in rock'n' roll. In a
time when, more than ever, the popular
performers depend on gimmick more
than talent, the Dead continue to be
successful by producing good mucic that
is fun to listen to.
The Dead, along with the New Riders
of the Purple Sage, were at Boston
Garden on Monday, April 2. To
paraphrase Janis Joplin, they sure turned
a bunch of freaks into a party. The crowd
of 16,000-plus was totally captured.
There was none of the implied satanism
of the Stones or the sexual ambivalence
of David Bowie, just a couple of bands
and a lot of people having a good time.
The New Riders opened things up,
doing nearly two hours of their
country-rock standards and a few new
songs. One thing they've picked zip is the
old Motown hit "Take A Letter Maria."
Not many groups could pull that off and
make it sound respectable; Marmaduke
and company did. Other more familiar
songs were "I Don't Know You,"
------- ·-----

-

--

I

"Louisiana Lady" and "Last Lonely
Eagle" off the first album; "Truck Drivin'
Man," "Rainbow," "I Don't Need No
Doctor," and "Willie and the Hand Jive"
from the second; and "Sutter's Mill" and
"Groupie" from their latest effort.
Particularly worthy of note was Buddy
Cage, who did a fine job on pedal steel
guitar. His addition made the New Riders
independent of the Dead, as Jerry Garcia
was no longer needed on pedal steel. Cage
has proven himself to be; along with
Poco's Rusty Young, among the best on
the instrument.
The last few weeks had not been good
ones for the Grateful Dead; singer Ron
McKernan died from a
"Pigpen"
combination of liver and kidney problems
- too much booze - and guitarist Garcia
was busted in New Jersey for possession
of marijuana, cocaine, etc., on his way to
a Springfield concert date. If the Dead
were down, though, they didn't show it.
The only indication of Garcia's latest
run-in with the law was the absence of
"Truckin' " from the program.
When the Dead lift songs, they do it
with class. Their opening number was
Chuck Berry's "The Promised Land."
Other borrowed songs were Kris
Kristofferson's "Me and Bobby McGee"
and John Phillips' "Me and My Uncle."
One change within the band has been
of Bob Weir as a
the emergence
songwriter and singer. He did two songs
from his.solo album, Ace, and more of
the new songs than Garcia. Weir also did a
flawless job on rhythm guitar. The Dead
performed a surprising amount of new
material - most of the second set was
unfamiliar.
The older songs were a mix from just
about all the periods the Dead have gone
through; "Bet It On Down the Line"
from their first album, "China Cat
Sunflower and I Know You Rider," also
oldies redone in a medley, and quite a
few songs from Grateful Dead and
Europe '72. Phil Lesh also got a chance to
sing his "Box of Rain" from American
Beauty, -which, unfortunately, did not
come across as well electric.
Lesh was shortchanged by the poor
acoustics of the Boston Garden, as was
pianist Keith Godchaux. Neither could be
heard clearly, at least from where I was
sitting. Keith's wife Donna helped out
with the singing, and did one lead vocal
on a new song. Unfortunately, the lyrics
of it and many other new pieces were
unintelligible, thanks to the low quality
of the sound.
Probably the best thing the Dead
played was an extended "Playing in the
Band." Garcia's solo was the best he
played all night, and possibly the most
powerful lead I have ever heard him do.
As far as audience reaction, the big
winners were the closing sequence of
"Sugar Magnolia," one of their best
songs, and "Casey Jones," which crashed
forward hypnotically for'ten minutes
before reaching its climax.
Although no encore was apparently
planned, the band had little choice as the
crowd, hardly thinned at 1:45 am, stood
on their seats and lit matches, screaming
for more. And they got more - "Johnny
B. Goode," and a beautiful a Capella "We
Bid You Goodnight," the perfect ending
to a fine show.
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Neuburger
David
photo by
The MIT Dramashop will present J.D. Synge's Playboy of the Western
World on Thursday, Friday, and Saturday, April 26, 27, and 28, and on
Friday and Saturday, May 4 and 5. The performances will begin at 8:30
on each evening at the Little Theatre in Kresge Auditorium. Tickets are
$2.25; for reservations and further information, call 253-4720.
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break comprised of a mad waltz parod-and a tearful melody reminiscent of Dr
Zhivago. And give a isten to "A. Souven
of London," a hilarious laid-back look a
the mind of a patron in that grand hole
when he discovers his '"souvenir." Grea
stuff, really. It grows on you.
Yet of all their albums, this is the on!
one which I can say has any weak point:
by John Krout
One of these is really just in my head that infernal comparison of Grabham t
Grand Hotel - Procol Harum (Chrysalis)
Trower. If everyone continues to menta
To say that Grand Hotel was longly constrain Mick to Robin's sound, h
awaited would be something of an undermight never grow into the group as muc
statement. When I saw Procol Harum in
as he needs to. The other is a hard blo'
Washington last summer they did the title
for us hard core - Keith Reid's word
song and as much as said "Coming soon!"
just aren't up to par on all the cuts. It we
- so I put it on my little list of albums to
whispered that yet another reason for th
buy and waited. And waited. And waited.
album's delay was Keith's severe depre
Procol Harum's last album, Live, was
sion over several months; Gary Brooke
by far the best-selling of their six releases
pianist, vocalist, composer, and Proco'
up to that point. It camne out thirteen
driving creative force since Robin le.
months ago and was snatched up imfelt that the downer stuff penned durir
mediately due to the success of "Conthat time wasn't fit for music. A tastquistador" on the AM stations. Twas the
thankfully only a taste (for Keith's per,
first hit single Procol had scored with
powerful), of that condition lingers c
since "Whiter Shade of Pale" burst upon
Grand IHotel, the lyrics of "A Rum Tale
the scene in 1967, even though a hard
and "Toujours L'amour" being mom
core of us fanatics had been steadily
direct and personal that ever before I'buying their stuff, and in a very different
known Keith to write. Howeer, catway it succeeded where "Pale" only came
the title cut or "Fires" for the famili:
close. The fame and glory went to guitargrand old images, or the end of "Robert
ist Dave Ball's head, and he left for
Box" for the sheer terror that Gary ca
greener (or at least soio-er) pastures...
always generate with a few key words ar
while Grand Hotel was but half-built.
an innovative cadence. All in all it's
Being a new guitarist for Procol Harurn
fine album, easily worth $2.99 or wha
is, as a reviewer in The Great Speckled
ever price the Coop _might shoot it up t
Bird once said, "like being the new lead
Meanwhile, if you didn't invest $3
singer for the Rolling Stones." Their
the benefit for WGBH that Procol Haru
original guitarist was Robin Trower, and
did at the Orpheum on April 4, at lea
he was good enough to inspire the analyou can buy the album. WBCN w
ogy, combining a touch of classic mockscheduled to air the set but they plead_
-grandeur and a superb sad wail in a way
technical deficiencies and copped out
that challenged and often surpassed the
few hours before show time. Ah,
-likes of Hendrix, Townshend, and all the
would've made a fascinating tape; in fato
too,
left
Trower,
other familiar names.
I know at least one Arts Editor w?
seek higher summits; in his wake was a
passed up tickets, planning to man ir
top-notch reputation and five Procol
at the appointed hour. So for ?
recorder
Harum albums which were nothing short
and
yours, I'll set down a sy
benefit
of fantastic, meaning that any replaceopsis.,
ment would need a super share of both
The show began with Tranquility,
gall and humility as well as talent to
fine act of Irish heritage whose full, fasuffer the inevitable comparisons. In rehappy sounds ironically get precious lit!
placement Dave Ball gall won out, I guess.
in Boston. These guys come clairplay
So to complete Grand IHotel yet
of Yes in many of the
to
the
virtuosity
another good guitarist had to be found,
and
their live energy
arrangements,
and in the end Mick Grabham was found
that
of their fine rece
surpasses
ready
waiting in the Chrysalis offices for an
that when theyI
think
album,
Silver.
audition. He's a fine surprise, shreiking
heading the k
be
again,-they'll
in
town
away perhaps as well as Trower and
- if th
it
gladly
be
footing
and
we'll
certainly better than Ball. I think I'd like
they're
bound
to.
have
a
hit,
and
to ask him, though, if that's his real body
Procol Harum opened up with "Cc
on the Grand Hotel porch or the stairand then went to "Bringquistador"
way. Take a good close look at the cover
"Toujoand
Bacon"
Home
the
and you'll see the fine lines of photoL'amour." The sound was tight and ve
fakeup work encompassing his features,
very full, marred only by a p.a. why
on top of a frame no less tall-Texanish
seemed intent on destroying piano notthan Dave Ball's!
and Grabham quickly proved that
This only serves to underscore the
stuff on the new album wasn't a flu-sense of economic urgency Chrysalis felt
Material from all of their discs save Shi
in releasing Grand Hotel. The idea on AM
On' Brightly was presently, with six oft
is, and has always been, "the hits just
nine Grand Hotel entries, in the fokeep on comin' ," and it's probably
curiously, none of the music Troy_
worth bypassing one more photo session
wrote, such as the early-and-oft-request
in those stuffy tuxedos to maintain an
"Whiskey Train," was performed.
AM foothold. After a year or so, though,
Gary introduced two new songs, "P.
you're not maintaining anything. You
Box" and "Robes of Silk." Si
dora's
have to rebuild.
denly
I
found out I no longer knew wk
Fortunately for the management,
listen
for, and since the sound syst;
to
then, Procol Harum has some real fine
frustratingly grade
was
delivering
ought
to
one,
and
they
on
this
rockers
waves I couldn't find out what the sor
cut the top forty to shreds. Try "Touwere about. They were both in the ma
jours L'amour," for instance, rocking
mode, though, so Keith couldn't ha
away with two of lyricist Keith Reid's
been too depressed when he wrote
favorite subjects -. females and suicidewords, and one featured a fine fun
and revealing the most gripping of the
album's guitar solos. Or how about I guitar riff by Grabham.
Then it was the end. They
"Bringing Home the Bacon," which stuffs
"Repent Walpurgis," which features its "slobbering, goo-faced, mean" kiddo
another Bach ripoff theme, and ca
with a monster beat. T-he title song
back for "A Salty Dog." I left with
exudes grandeur in the fine tradition of
regrets; it was a great show. Catch then
"A Salty Dog" and so many other of
nifty
instrumental
they fly by again, by all means.
a
with
their
tunes,
I
I
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The Grateful Dead
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by john Krout
Rick
The Six Wives of Henry VIIIWakeman (A&M)
Rick Wakeman is that extraordinarily
able keyboard artist in Yes. I don't have
to tell you how extraordinary Yes is.
Rick is fascinating to see in concert.
He's surrounded by seven instrumentstwo moogs, two mellotrons, an organ, an
electric harpsichord, and a 9 foot grand
piano that must be a headache to move
around - and he flashes about swiftly,
intently, putting every last note in place
precisely. He doesn't climb all over his
equipment like Keith Emerson, but that's
not part of his act. Besides, he wouldn't
have room.
Yes snatched Rick away from another
British group called Strawbs. The only
things I know of Strawbs are that they
record on A&M and that Rick, when a
Strawb, was very much in demand as a
sessions artist. That's him floating away
on the mellotron in David Bowie's "Space
Oddity."
Naturally, since Yes is such hot stuff
nowadays, A&M wasn't about to let Rick
out of his contract. Hence, on the last
two Yes albums, there's some fine print
to that effect. You know, "Rick Wakeman, courtesy of .... " Hence, also, A&M
would ask Rick to lay down some new
material for them. He decided to introduce it this way.
"This album is based around my interpretations of the musical characteristics
of the wives of Henry VII1. Although the
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style may not always be in keeping with
their individual history, it is my personal
conception of their characters in relation
to keyboard instruments."
The front cover features a wide-angle
shot of Rick with Henry & Co. at
Madame Tussaud's. The lens make Rick
look a lot shorter than he really is. Might
that be Richard Nixon in the background?
Uh, does this feel like I'm avoiding the
point? Well Rick sure did. I've been
listening to this stuff for two weeks and I
still can't figure out whether he's putting
somebody on - maybe us, maybe A&M.
Mistake one is this Henry bit; Rick's
"conceptions" must be pretty complex,
o
because they don't even come close to
the bios of the Big Six on the back.
Mistake two is the failure to find a strong
beat, which usually brings out his best
jamming (as in "Roundabout"). Mistake
three is using themes which fell like limp

have been involved in a variety of musical
styles, and as a result, almost every track
on every album they've released has been
commendable. Yes, I think I could write
quite a prelude to the reunion album of
one of the superior and most innovative
groups of the last decade, but Byrds is
not deserving of such a build-up, though
it's certainly not a total disgrace, either.
After some eight years, it is quite
possible that Roger (once Jim, remember?) McGuinn, the only Byrd to remain
in the nest since the group's conception,
has grown weary of his leader role. This
seemed evident from Farther Along, the
final Byrds album comprised of Messrs.
McGuinn, White, Parsons and Battin, on
which Roger contributed only two songs.
This reunion of the original McGuinnClark-Hillman-Crosby-Clar-ke line-up, produced by David Crosby, suffers from a
lack of leadership. Evidently David was
careful not to suppress anyone's ego
(which might have been a factor in the
band's original break-up), because the
group members had free rein to do as
they wished. The result was an album
similar to CSNY's Deja Vu; a motley
conglomeration of individual efforts,
lacking in cooperation and unity.
Here the four songwriting Byrds each
filled their quota of two original compositions for the album. McGuinn's "Sweet
Mary" was written as a joint effort with
Jacques Levy, with whom he has written
such fine pieces as "Just A Season" and
"Chestnut Mare." "Sweet Mary" is another exceptional collaboration, with an
eerie tone similar to "Jack Tarr the
Sailor" from Ballad of Easy Rider. His
"Born To Rock 'N' Roll" is all right, but
has a disillusioning title, since it hasn't
enough force behind it to be classified as
a rocker. Though I hadn't heard Gene

Yes rejects, stringing them together with
as many jagged multi-tracked miracles as
possible. Mistake four is unforgivable the recording speed wavers worse than
anything since the first Monkees album.

Five new out of
the Byrd§ net
by Jeff Palmer-

I

Byrds (Asylum)
You know, I thought of writing an
exhausting history of the Byrds, including
a run-down of the multitudinous personnel changes and musical transformations,
and a complete discography. Beginning
with their Dylan days in 1965, the Byrds

Cla:k's work since his early departure
from the Byrds, his two fine country
tunes included here prove to me that at
least his music didn't get lost in the
shuffle. Chris Hillman has two immediately likeable yet soon forgettable ditties; 1
expected much better from the Byrd who
penned "Have You Seen Her Face" and
"Thoughts and Words" a few years back.
David Crosby reconstructed "Laughing,"
and the expansive mass of guitars, a
characteristic of early Byrds, compensates
for the absence of Joni Mitchell's angelic
soprano, which was featured in the version on David's superb solo album. His
other song here, "Long Live the King," is
not as atrocious as his "Mind Gardens"
from Younger Than Yesterday, but is a
definite Byrds bummer in its own right.
Of the remaining three songs, two are
by Nell Young and one is by Jon;
Mitchell. Crosby does an acceptable job
singing Joni's "For Free," which I expected since he produced some of her earlier
exquisite work. "Cowgirl in the Sand"
has a hokey accent to it, but is a welcome
change from Neil's somber renditions.
"See the Sky About To Rain" slips in
comparison to Neil's version on the
Young Man's Fancy double-album bootleg, since Neil's vocal and lone piano on
his version could never be outdone.
All in all, Byrds is an album with its
good moments neutralized by its bad.
Now I've heard recently that another
outstanding group of the sixties, Buffalo
Springfield, have talked about releasing a
comeback album. This time, in preparation of the results, I'll take this news with
a grain of salt; either that, or I'll throw a
few grains over my shoulder for luck.
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Two years ago, the rock music press
abounded with articles on reggae, heralding the anticipated Anglo-American
reggae boom. Although it never occured, signs are now that it may arrive
after all, two years late but in one
piece.
Reggae (pronounce it REG-ay) is
the Jamaican analog to what is known
here in America as rhythm and blues,
for both, via involved histories, are
traceable back to the black slave
music. It is, in its origins, music of the
oppressed, but it differs sharply from
R & B ideologically, replacing woe and
with revolution and
depression
destruction. But much of reggae deals
with less political topics, such as
religion (the Melodians' "Rivers of
Babylon") and mischievously candid
sex (Max Romeo's "Wet Dream"). In
the past 30 years, reggae has gone
through many phases: "blue music,
"ska," and "rock steady" being the
more prominent. The current version
of reggae was developed in part by
Lyn Tait, who introduced the use of a
second guitar, and the now-standard
lead riffs. Reggae was brought to
England by the immigrating West
Indians, where it remained the
music of an ethnic
underground
minority, until the white "skinhead"
movement of the last Sixties adopted
it for their own. The skinhead kids
were from the working class British
midlands, and were rebelling against
the prettified psychedelia of their
better-off middle-class brothers; hence
the fierce identification with the
suffering and knock-down, gut-validity
of reggae. That, and the fact that it's
damned danceable music.
Much criticism' of reggae by white
popstars is merely sour grapes, for few
white popstars can play the stuff. The
syncopated, stutter-step beat of reggae
sounds simple but is really quite
sophisticated, for the instruments,
usually guitar, drums, bass, and organ,
all go off on their own, echoing,
mimicing, and winding around each
other, the effect being both unified
and serpentine. Consequently, lack of
has Tendered the
understanding
attempts of many British and
American artists to duplicate reggae
failures (great songs, lousy reggae):
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Kinks' "Lola," and "Apernan," Paul
Simon's "Mother & Child Reunion,"
Nilsoon's "Coconut," and things like
Guess Who's "Follow Your Daughter
Home," Shalngo's "Day After Day,"
and Wackers' "Day & Night," which
are more accurately callypso, but
usually labelled reggae. Real reggae has
done fairly well in England, usually
one or two reggae tunes are on the
charts at any given time, but has made
hardlv a dent in the American charts,
the few exceptions being Desmond
Dekker and the Ace's "The Israelites,"
Ansil Collins' mad
Dave and
instrumental "Double Barrel," and
World,
Jimmy Cliff's "Wonderful
Beautiful People."
But things are changing, as reggae,
both authentic Jamaican and credible
white imitations, is beginning to
surface. The prime mover with respect
to native bands seems to be Chris
Blackwell, a white, British rock
entrepreneur, who is pushing Jtamaican
reggae on his own label, Island (cf. The
Wailers' Catch a Fire), and, together
with Shelter Records' Denny Cordell,
on a new label, Mango. The first
release on Mango is the soundtrack of
a Jamaican-made adventure movie,
The Harder They Come, and provides
a generous introduction to reggae,
with tunes by the film's star, Jimmy
Cliff, and other prominent reggae
including
bands and performers,
Desmond Dekker. It is certainly to be
hoped that Mango will provide needed
exposure for more Jamaican acts, and
help establish this earthy, infectious
brand of music. At the same tirne, over
on Epic, Johnny Nash has had two
reggae hits in a row: "I Can See
Clearly Now" and "Stir It Up."
Another promising trend is the
involvement of British and American
white artists in reggae. witn a bit more
insight than has ever before been
evident. Such diverse bands as Led
Zeppelin and J. Geils Band have
recently experimented wi th reggae. the
latter's startlingly great single. "Give It
To Me" outdistancing the former's
Fiftiesish "D'yer Mak'er." And at the
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same time. Jamaica is fast becoming a
retreat and recording haven for
popstars who want to escape the
hassles of Anglo-American civilization.
The Stones and Traffic have recorded
there, and Cat Stevens and Elton John
will soon follow suit. Blackwell thinks
reggae could someday become as
influential as R&B, and Jamaica could
become another Nashville or
Liverpool. Anyone who has been
bitten by the reggae bug has to say
"Amen to that." (Amen to that.)
I
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eriaissance man: :-cting and film, educatBut now for the odd part of this
ion, economics of the film industry (not
(OK, some of the other parts were
review
everyone in that industry cares about
odd,
too. . . By the way, ban-roll'is a
little
said
that
he
general,
In
such things).
kind of pants which requires no belt): I
acting is his thing, wherever it is done,
recommend that you see the film anyand his prime goal in life is to improve as
way. Why? Because while it doesn't prean actor.
cisely entertain, it does interest, amuse,
Heston spoke of two children: his son,
speculate, and provoke thought, and
who is in a co-op program in marine
are all good things for a film to do,
those
biology, and a daughter who is toying
even if it misses on its primary goal.
with the idea of a career in show business.
Technicians, after all, are going to cause
Heston makes an especial point of warnmost of this to happen, and it would be
ing people away from acting as a career.
nice if you thought about the end results
"There is no future in it," he said," and
A
t the Music Hall.
the odds are very high against getting any
regular work at all; the odds against doing
well, of having any say in the vehicles
you work in, those odds are astronomical."
Heston said that Soylent Green would
not have been made if he had not been
pushing for it. It was the kind of vehicle
he wanted to appear in. "In a sense its
propoganda," he said,"but its the kind
by Nancy Pierce and Neal Vitale
that works." He went on to explain that
Everything seemed to indicate that
only if the message comes second to the
Franco Zeffirelli's new film, Brother Sun..
entertainment could a message film get
Sister Moon, would be at least an interestacross to the American film-going public
ing one, if not, in fact, actually good.
(or, it seemed, to much of any film going
There was Sir Alex Guinness listed among
public, except the students of the hunthe acting credits, as was the innocently
dreds of film schools in American univerbeautiful Judi Bowker;- Donovan had
sities, of whom Heston said "They are
written the soundtrack, and the combinaturning out many more people than there
tion of all those factors, plus the rather
are room for in the industry.") and that
this was just such a film.
cosmic possibilities of the title, boded
well for the movie. ZeffirelLi was coming
Heston, it seems, has wanted to make
off the enormously successful Romeo and
a statement about ecology and where the
world is heading for some time. So when
Juliet, and was again dabbling with a
.this film appeared on the horizon, he
theme that held open all the same snares
took it on.
of utter sappiness and acne-inflaming
Regrettably, this reviewer would have
sweetness - the life of St. Francis (the
to suggest that perhaps Heston should not
choice of which supposedly stemmed
publicly take responsibility for the film.
from the director's lingering near death
It undeniably has its moments of drama,
after an accident, his recovery, and his
subsequent conversion to celluloid evanof humor, and of entertainment. And, of
gelism). Unfortunately, Zeffirelli (apcourse, it has the sentimental last perforparently stumbling along with his eyes
mance of Edward G. Robinson. But there
turned towards heaven) has fallen into all
wasn't much else to hold the attention of
the possible traps; simultaneously, no
the audience,
The science is almost unquestionably
less.
In Brother Sun, Sister Moon, many
accurate: a UCLA professor served as
stylistic and technical aspects have been
technical consultant, and assures us of
carried over almost directly from its
that in a press release. We believe him.
predecessor Romeo and Juliet. Yet where
New York City may very well have 40
such were underplayed, controlled, and
million people in it by 2022, and 80% of
so smoothly integral to the latter, they
them may be out of work (this is not the
are heavy-handed, fumble-fingered, and
science part, but is speculation.) And, as
ludicrously clumsy in the former. Both
shown in the film, the income gap which
films were pretty; there is lovely footage
exists now will undoubtedly widen, with
galore
in each. But similarities end there.
the very rich and the very poor coThe
innocence and naivete of Brother
existing in the United States, as they do
is
utterly
amazing; I didn't realize it
Sun
now in the rest ofthe world.
in
such
a pure form in today's
existed
an
Green,
But the story of Soylent
world. In Romeo and Juliet, the pristine
artificial food substance supposedly made
quality was beautiful; in Brother Sun, it is
out of plankton (see how fast you can
simply funny. Similarly, the fleeting bedfigure out what its really made of) and of
room scene and. glimpse of Leonard
Heston's work as a police detective is
Whiting's naked buttocks fit fine into the
often confusing and underexplained.
reworking of Shakespeare; the extensive
What is a book? What politics are left?
dwelling on Graham Faulkner's nude derThese and other questions are not exriere is prurient and ernbarassing. Even
plained sufficiently. Wondering about
Donovan's contribution, one boring tune
them distracts from enough of the plot to
redone several times with different bits of
make it difficult to follow.
Most of the acting performances were I infantile lyricism, is sadly humorous evenr
in comparison to the somewhat maudlin
unspectacular, and the appearance of
soundtrack from Romeo and Juliet.
too
other
Chuck Connors, and several
The list of reasons why not to see
film:
the
trom
well known faces detracts
Brother Sun, Sister Moon could go on
you sit there and say to yourself"I don't
and on; the audience at a preview screenknow his name, and I really don't care,
ing last month applauded the movie's
but I swear I've seen the face."
ending, not because of anything impresThus, for this reviewer, the message
sive, but simply because the film was
was clear and the entertainment wasn't
finished. The picture is dull, pointless,
The most entertaining point in my movie
marginally inscrutable, and emminently
was the trailer for a Vincent Price film
missable. Do so. At the Cheri.
I playing across the street.
.
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do what I'm paid to do. Thats one reason
why I am one of the few people who get
a percentage of the gross, although I tour
for films I don't have a percentage of
too."

by P.E. Schindler, Jr.
The least interesting part of the twohour interview was its purpose: Charlton
Heston is starring in Soylent Green which
opened recently at the Music Hall. Here
we have a man whose life and mind are
clearly more interesting than any movie
Hollywood has ever put out.
The interview came just a week after
the academy awards. The call went out
for a press briefing, at the Ritz Carlton. I
went.
A few knocks on the door bring no
response, and I am ready to leave when
another reporter shows. We knock together, and an MGM publicist opens up.
Peeking around him, we see the press
conference.
Not a room full of people and TV
lights. Three others are there, and they
are all who show. Introductions are never
made, but one seems to be Real Paper,
another from Hartford, still another
sounded like New Yorlk Magazine. And,
of course, The Tech.
Sometime later, Chuck will admit that
he is thankful he no longer appears on
dreary early morning talk shows, where
the host has never seen one of his films.
Some print journalists, he will conceed,
do their homework, expecially the British
(he mentioned the Manchester Guardian).
But, of course, all a critic needs is "a job
and a typewriter," although it would be
nice if they also have "a love of film."
But they must strive to "serve the public,
not the industry."
But that is later. Right now, as the
saying goes, I am "close enough that I
could reach out and touch him" if I
wanted to. He makes the first move. the
traditional firm handshake and "Hi, I'm
Chuck Heston."
He is tanned, but not ostentatiously
so. A small but perceptable paunch hangs
over his unbelted ban-roll. Large, circular
gold-colored clock face cuff-links hold his
french cuffs together on a shirt open at
the collar. He wears the traditional black
calf-length socks (yes, his pants covered
them, but he did pause to pull them up
once; the man behind the myth), with no
shoes on as he pads about his suite.
With the slightest prompting he tells
beguiling stories that cover the range of
his knowledge, and eventually someone
(well, me actually) remembers to ask him
about the film Soylent Green, to the
obvious relief of the two MGM publicity
agents in the room. Chuck tells you how
PR people get upset at him for not
plugging the film hard enough. "You have
to talk about what they want to talk
about," he says. When you ask him about
the title, he begins "they are words that
do not yet exist, as the publicists delight
in pointing out." The word refers to a
type of manufactured food. More on the
film later.
Heston put his caveat at the end, and
that's too bad, because it meant that the
four of us didn't have time to pursue his
contention that "the more public I become, the more private my real identity."
He went on to claim expertise at "being
interviewed for the public, because my
own self is not very deeply involved." He
explained, "What I know is involved. My
self is not. .. I don't particularly enjoy
tours, even though I am good at them. I

Heston was a multi-term president of
the Screen Actor's Guild, and has just
recently returned to the board of that
organization. Although he warned us that
his information might be a little stale, he
answered some question about current
issues in that realm as best he could:
there are about 26,000 members of the
SAG, many of whom are unemployed.
"There are about 2,000 highly skilled
professional actors in that group," Heston

Soylent Green
siad, "but I would hate to have to pick
them out." There have been suggestions
for a committee to weed out the membership, but Heston doesn't think that is
possible.
As of two years ago, he noted, film
,actors got 28% of their income from
theatrical films and 72% from TV work.
Of that, two-thirds came from commercials. This has been the source of a
current controversy about the use of
"real people" in commercials as a major
factor in the unemployment that is ravaging the industry.
TV reruns have also become controversial: the old season, which used to run
some 36 shows, has been whittled down
ro the point where some shows only
shoot 23 or 24 episodes, depending on
specials to prevent them from running
any episode more than twice in the same
year (and sometimes not succeeding).
Actors are a little upset about this; so is
the President who has stepped into the
fracas on the side opposite the TV networks.
As Heston pointed out, he will readily
express his opinions, but he will not
express himself. As the interview went on
for almost two hours, he covered a range
I of interests that would speak well of a
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[Sister George, continued from page 71
be, plu s even more humorous.
In fact, many parts of the play are so
comic (there's even a Lauren and Hardy
sketch) that it's hard to believe that the
actors can bring it off so poignantly. But
they do, giving us an insightful vignette of
people being forced to live with each
other, and with the world outside. Mercy
Croft can do it well, while George and
Alice haven't quite been able to. The
result is an evening you won't regret, even
if you've never come close to having a
part in "Days of Our Lives." Victoria
Fraser is a genuinely superb actress. and
her portrayal of George is incredibly real.
She, the director Rosann Weeks, and the
rest of the case, have made this play a
true artistic success.
The Killing of Sister George is playing
at the Old West Church at 131 Cambridge
Street in Boston (near Government
Center), about a half-hour walk across the
Longfellow Bridge.
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by Wanda Adams
Doc and Merle Watson have given
many fine performances since they began
playing together. They came through
with another solid live performance a few
weeks ago at Symphony Hall, and, with
the help of contemporary local performer, Chris Smither, the evening was
even more pleasant than anticipated.
Smither appeared on stage with little
introduction. Chris, who, like the
Watsons, records for Poppy records,
opened with a Paul Geremia/Chuck Berry
composition, "Henry David Thoreau,"
which is a spoof of sorts on the current
commercialization of Walden Pond.
Chris offered several easy, soft pieces
such as "Lonely Time" and Richie
Furay's "Kind Woman." Smither's version of "Kind Woman" is gentle and
yearning, almost pleading.
In contrast to his soft pieces, he also
played several rollicky blues numbers,

notably a moving rendition of "Statesboro Blues," which, although it is done
again and again by various artists, is still a
solid song.

And, just to round out his portion of
the evening, he performed a Chuck Berry
tune, "No Money Down." It is one of
Berry's more bluesy numbers, and
Smither's blues guitar talents enhance the
overall mood of the song. Smither called
"No Money Down" a commentary on
"American consumer protection in the
50's" - it's about a guy who sees a sign
that reads, "No money down" and he
buys a whopper of a Cadillac and ends up
with a lemon.
Then Doc and Merle appeared on
stage. Merle surprised me somewhat - he
gets hipper every time I see him. This
time, he was sporting sideburns and a real

moustache. What could be happening to
this once clean-cut southern boy? Whatever it is, it seems to agree with Merle.
Doc and Merle opened with "Freight
Train Boogie," sparked by the usual Doc
Watson flashy guitar breaks. Then they
went to a long-time Watson favorite,
"Peach Pickin' Time in George," which
declares, "When it's peach pickin' time in
Georgie, apple pickin' time in Tennessee,

"Country Blues," in which Merle plays a I with some just right special effects.
The musicianship is tight, often in"frailing" style banjo. Then Doc sang and
spired, and all four, de Buhr, keyboardist
backed Merle's banjo on a Clarence
Nickey Barclay, and the Millington sisAshley tune, "Honey Babe Blues."
ters, June on lead guitar, Jean on bass, do
Merle's banjo was still the lead instrument
vocals,
sometimes one voice, sometimes
- Doc was saving the limelight for his
all
four.
And who should have done the
son's abilities.
production chores but one Todd RundDoc and Merle played two "love"
gren, who somehow or other seems to get
songs. The first was a request - an old
himself written into every other review I
Carter Family tune, called "Storms Are
do. Actually, Todd engineered and mixed
On the Ocean." Both guitars harmonized
the
record, too. The boy keeps busy.
somewhat effectively on "Storms." The
While
I don't want to suggest that
other "love" song is a Townes Van Zandt
Fanny consider themselves spokespersons
composition which they recently recorded, "If I Needed You." Doc's ar- for the Women's Lib movement, many of
their songs do portray relationships where
rangement is even nicer than Van Zandt's,
and oMerle's lead guitar playing on this the girl is the more confident, rational,
mature, or simply together of the two
number indicates that Doc has been
involved.
And the message that seems to
grooming his son to be his protege.
underlie much of the lyric content of
The Watsons did another song that
Mothers Pride is a refreshing one, that
Doc claims that he likes to sing, "St.
what happens when two people decide to
James Infirmary." Merle took the lead
be together depends on who needs what,
again on this one, and his guitar made the
and not on who should do what based
song bluesy and funky, almost cocky in
upon sexist social demands and convenspots.
tions; especially refreshing to someone
All in all, the evening at Symphony
who so often finds himself on the
Hall was one of versatility in music,
"wrong" end of American society's
offering variety between blues, fifties
tyrannical emotional see-saw.
rock, bluegrass, contemporary "folk"
I love this record for many reasons,
music, and just fine picking.
musically as well as ideologically, and it
Doc and Merle have a new album out
grows with each listening. Don't pass it
now, also, called Then and Now (Poppy).
up.
Then and No w not only features the
talented Watsons, but also the inimitable
fiddling of Vassar Clements and the precise country dobro playing of Norman
Blake. The four combine to offer a nice
cross-section of what the Watsons seem to
enjoy playing. Doc, it seems, likes to -play
the blues even more than he enjoys
bluegrass style. He does two really solid
blues pieces on Then and Now, "Milk
Cow Blues" and "That's All." Both are
by Cherry Neon
enhanced by his harp work, which is just
- T. Rex (Warner Bros.)
enough to add to the bluesy effect of the Tanx
No denying it, the front cover is really
songs.
killer, and the schematics
tanks on the
Two instrumentals appear on Then inside and back covers willofdrive
any war
and Now. One is a traditional song paraphenalia phreak to joyful ecstacy.
arranged by Merle, "Bonaparte's Retfriend identified several of them.)
reat." This is a really fine conglomeration (A
But musically, this album has few peers in
of fiddle, dobro and guitar that gives the
terms of downright vapidity. It is, in the
song a smooth, almost effortless effect.
light of Marc Bolan's past two humorous,
The other instrumental is "Rain Crow mystical, danceable triumphs, Electric
Bill" which features mostly Doc's harp
Warrior and The Slider, an insult and an
work and Jim Isabel's leg playing. Merle
outrage. The worst piece of trash to come
sneaks in a few banjo breaks, but this along in years, and if I learn to love it
time it's mostly harp work by Doc.
"Franlkie and Johnny" is also per- (infinitesmally small chance of that,
it'll be the work of some evil
formed on this albunm. With the help of friends)
sorcerer,
due in no part to any
nice instrumental breaks by Clements and redeeming andmusical
value inherent in
Blake on fiddle and dobro, respectively, Tanx.
the song is more than just a remake of an
What happened?
:
'.
old standard.
The
charm,
wit,
rav'
''me
Perhaps the best number on Then and
Ing
sillmplicity,
and
:
..
Now, however, is the Townes Van Zandt
.,4
composition, "If I Needed You." Some- elegantly commercial
and
incanta.
times the back-up string work is slightly
4
too much, but basically, "If I Needed tional flash have all "'
You" is a pleasantly effective expression vanished. In their
place, the 13 tracks
~~~ L !
of love.
on
this
album
are
.
i
The cover of Then and Now features
ill-inspired
maessy,
close-up photographs of Doc's hands on
of Marc's
'}i"
'
one side and of Merle's hands on the pastcopes material,
as
"}
-*,qi~~~
other. After the Symphony Hall concert,
I met Doc Watson and spoke with him ugly and ungainly as::
briefly. I shook his hand, half in the unretouched high
hopes that when I went home and picked school graduation
.
up my own guitar, some of his fancy pictures, as aratuer- ,
playing would rub off on me. Doc Wat- ish and boring as the
't~~~ ~
w~~~
ar r o broom
son's hands have produced some fine
begin
T
o
n
d,
b
a
music over the years. But alas, I went
,.
home and picked up the Martin, and it with, the sound
quality
is
quite
was the same old me - the handshake
'
poor, virtually
didn't help at all...
; f ; ' t'

hut n®am
tainix

"Life is a Gas." But whichever the type,
Bolan's genius was his ability to give each
song a certain uniqueness, an individuat-

ing riff or catchy chord progression, and,
above all, amusingly obscure, teasingly
nonsensical lyrics. He had the formulas
down so well, or so it seemed. The songs

on Tanx show little imagination, no new
ideas, no new hooks or riffs, most based
on one or two chords. Few are typically
infectious T. Rex rockers. Lyrics are for
the most part hard to hear, and are not
printed anywhere on or in the packaging,
and so most are lost to posterity. Only
"Electric Slim & the Factory Hen" and
"Rapids" have much of a distinctive
melody, but neither cut compares with
what we've come to expect from Bolan.
Two other points: since The Slider
came out a little under a year ago, three
singles not on that album have been

released over in England, although not
over here. "Children of the Revolution"
and "Solid Gold Easy Action" did their
mandatory tours of duty in the upper
stratosphere of the charts, and the new
"20th Century Boy" was No. 3 by its
first week on the charts, and that's as
high as it -got, held down by Donny
Osmond's darling Donna Fargo immitation "Twelveth of Never," and
Slade's latest monster hit, "Cum On Feel
the Noice," which jumped onto the
charts at No. 1 its first week on. I assume
by the popularity of these singles that
they are in the old T. Rex vein; yet, none
are on Tanx.
The other point is titat, unlike its

predecessors, Electric Warrior and The
Slider, the lyrics to the tunes on Tanx are
nowhere reproduced on or in the packaging. Instead, you get a black and white
poster of Marc and his toy tank, exploiting the phallic nuances of a tank's turret
and gun. Small consolation indeed.
I have no idea why Tanx should be so
terrible; Bolan has more than proved
himself before, and perhaps that's it. He
is quoted in Star (sort of a 16 or Flip for
teenybop chicks who chew a lot of gum
and also screw), in response to the question "Is it ever too much trouble being a
star?", as saying "r don't do it for the
money any more. I'm a millionaire... I
don't feel I have to put up with anything

!

a l ways

upon

the

O

backdrop of annoyingly anonymous '
strings ( or is it a-_

cotton pickin' time in Mississippi, every-

mellotron?). Marc's

body's pickin' on me. . . " The audience

guitar playing is so

r -FPanynspastic and slipshod,

obviously had wanted to hear this song,

judging from their reaction when it was
played.

Doc then explained that they would
perform their "most requested song" "Deep River Blues." They did, and, as
usual, it too was flawless; it seems to be
just about everybody's favorite Doc Watson thing, mostly, I think, because of
Doc's superb arrangement and guitar
work.
The Watsons offered several instrumental numbers, also, including two
flatpicked fiddle tunes, "Beaumont Rag"
and "Black Mountain Rag." Merle took
over the lead several times, and his guitar
competence was quite impressive.
Merle also played banjo for a while,
and his banjo playing is steadily improving. (Three years ago at the Philadelphia Folk Festival, Merle had just
begun to play banjo; now he is proficient,
to put it mildly.) Doc backed Merle's
banjo playing on another instrumental,
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by Mark Astolfi
Mothers Pride- Fanny (Warner Bros.)
This fine album is Fanny's fourth, and
their best to date. Suffering only occasionally from Musician's Disease (lack
of originality), Mothers Pride has a wide
variety of different types of songs, from
the wistful, acoustic "Long Road Home,"
to the bitterly sarcastic, autobiographical
"Solid Gold" (drummer Alice de Buhr's
lead vocals reminds one of a drunk Ray
Davies), to the biting, heavy metal
thunder of "I Need You Need Me." Other
excellent cuts are: "Summer SoAg," a
bouncy, hot-fun-in-the-summertime tune;
"Polecat Blues," a hot funk boogie/blues
number; and the Beatlesque "Regular
Guy." But probably the jewel of the
album is Fanny's version of Randy Newman's eerie "Last Night I Had a Dream,"

?-..
. ^

%.:

his voice sounds so lazy and bored,
obsessed with the notion that he and
producer Tony Visconti can do no wrong.
There are virtually no liner notes, so I
don't know who to blame for what; I
imagine T.Rex (the two backup musicians) are still around, but I don't know
about Flo and Eddie, for some of the
vocal backing sounds like them, but it
could just as well be Bolan. And many of
the tracks are blemished by some ragged
sax playing: whoever is responsible ought
to be put out of his misery.
But the songs themselves are the most
disappointing aspect of all. Marc's tunes
were never very complex: clever quips as
opposed to involved treatises. They were
cut out of two basic molds: the rockers,
like "Telegram Sam," 'Jeepster," and
"Raw Ramp," and the slow, plaintive
ballads, like "Ballrooms of Mars" and

Marc Bolan
or pretend to be something that I'm not."

Thus, he does an inspiringly awful stage
show, and [his is the first time his
contempt for his audiences surfaces on a
T.Rex album. The sequin-studded facade

of the solid platinum elf boogleing to the
planets in a powder blue 1957 Mercury
Turnpike Cruiser has been lifted, revealing T.Sex for the obnoxious little
shlock-monger he apparently always was.
I never thought that l'd ever have to
say such things about Marc Bolan, but in
light of this LP, they're sadly true, and I
know a lot of people who really dug
T.Rex on the .strength of the last two
records are gonna run out and buy Tanx
expecting more of the same. Don't. And
to Marc Bolan, all I can say is: tanx for
the memories . . .
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stuff you can't get now unless you pay 75
cents for a black and white comic.
What does all this have to do with
William Gaines and Mad magazine, some
of you might be asking. Not all of you,
because a non-trivial number of EC freaks
know the whole story. Or think they do.
Because the Mad World of William
Gaines really tells the whole story. It
starts with the fumble fingered son of the
originator of the modern comic book as a
small lad watching his father build two
different comic book empires. It shows
an eccentric young man's development
into a full-fledged oddball who owns
more bottles of wine than he does pairs
of pants, after the tragic death of his
father in a boating accident.
In other words, it tells the story of the
only man on the Mad staff who is as
wacky as you would imagine they all are.
The story is told well, and brings in a
lot of peripheral information that you
may find of interest, if you have ever
wondered how Mad is put out month
after month, year after year. The crazy,
world-spanning trips the entire crew make
together (the trip to Japan my freshman
year interfered with my chance to
interview Gaines for another paper. "He's
gone where? With who?"); the office
ambience in a place where white wine
may appear in the water cooler; the
character behind the yoks and yecchhss
in every issue.
Some of the peripheral topics also
treated include: the birth of comic books,
the birth of horror magazines, the birth
of Mad and Trump, (and what happened
to Harvey Kurtzman, as told by William
Gaines), the defense of Alfred E.
Newman, and why Jack Albert and his
title "Lawsuit" always appears on the
mast when almost everyone else is
referred to as "the usual gang of idiots."
Its one of those inside peek type
books that doesn't have much bad to say
about the magazine or its wacky
publisher (unless you dislike paternalism
in principle). A few of the personal and
institutional warts are allowed to show,

[Led Zeppelin, continued from page 7]
that would put a speed-freak to sleep.
And finally, "The Ocean." This song is
built upon a riff, like "How Many More
Times," "Whole Lotta Love," and
"Heartbreaker" were built upon riffs. But
this time around its a self-conciously
awkward, clumsy riff, hard to hum or
immitate on your friend's guitar; "The
Ocean" sounds like nothing so much as
somebody lamnpooning the Zep.
Houses Of the Holy sounds to me like
some kind of a swansong for the band.
Arnd after the fine Led Zeppelin IV
seemed to promise so much, this record,
coming a year and a half later, is a
supreme dissappointment as well.

66

'What

by Paul St. John
The Mad World of William Gaines is

out in hardback. It is a book by Frank
Jacobs, a writer for Mad magazine, which
is the sole remaining Entertaining Comic
(E.C. for me, see?); the last fabled jewel
in what was once a crown, and then a
crown of thorns: horror comic books.
What does all this mean to you?
Simple. If you are a little older than I,
say, 28, you have a fighting chance to
remember the days before the sanitizing
comic code, when the EC horror comics
and their imitators swamped the
newsstands. Before a psychiatrist wrote a
book about corrupted innocence, they
were the mainstay of the comic industry.
Afterwards, they were the main reason
for the bad image which comics still have
today (they rot your brain, cause juvenile
delinquency). These books featured
cannibalism, sadism, and bloody heads
severed from bloody bodies: all the good
------------c-

-- ---
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however, and that alone makes this book parisons. The problem is akin to that of
an unusual example of its genre. I I describing the first Emerson, Lake &
wholeheartedly recommend it, in spite of Palmer album in terms of whatever else
the fact that I fiever buy hardbacks, and I was going down at that time. No, Genesis
don't imagine you do. But unless it sells doesn't sound like ELP, nor does it
introduce talent of ELP dimensions, yet
well enough, it may never make
paperback, and then a lot of people will they are good enough at what they do strange chords, strong rhythms, and atmiss it.
tractive melodies, with a classical influence - to merit a chance to grow. So if
you have the taste for an emerging fusion
band, try planting your money in
Genesis.

And on the 8th

I

met%9 He rested

LCfeerleaders

by John Krout
Foxtrot - Genesis (Charisma)
There was a time, two years ago, when
my favorite FM station in Washington
would've played this album till the
grooves were flat. That was when I first
heard King Crimson's theme, Yes' "Starship Troopers," and the James Gang's
magnificent uncut "The Bomber" before soft-rock pushed the emerging
classical fusion bands off the air. Now
you can hear any "established" band on
the FM, and any crap-ladden single, but
nobody takes a chance otherwise. Have
you heard Genesis lately? I doubt it.
My first impression of Genesis was
that there must be a King Crimson
sound-alike contest raging somewhere.
However, after a few days of listening to
Foxtrot I think that's unfair to both
bands. Genesis does use a meilotron, and
their lyrics occasionally parallel (or
parody) Crimson's mysticism, but that's
the end of the similarity. Every musician
in the band sounds quite competent; their
simple melodies really turn your head
around after a while. Perhaps their worst
fault is simultaneous underdramatic
music and overdramatic vocals - the
vocals remind me strongly of Jesus Christ
Superstar, although I can't figure out why
- but this is just another way of saying
they don't quite have it together in spots.
The overall sound is their own, and
very hard to classify by the usual corn-

--

-
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by Gene Paul
Many wandering eyes were drawn to
the ad for The Cheerleaders on the back
page of a recent The Tech. At least it
would seem so, judging from the SRO
crowds at the Loew's Abbey Cinema for
opening night, even after the 150 free
sweatshirts were long gone.
"Let me tell you the difference
between hard core and soft core," an old
man in the theater wheezed to me without being asked. He came dangerously
close to spilling his hat on my raincaot
which was between us, as he said,"If you
don't see it going in, its soft core." (Yes,
he really did put his hat on his head as he
left.)
By his definition and mine, Cheerleaders is nothing to cheer about, hardcore-wise. There are tits and ass, and even
naked males, but most of all there is good
photography, sync sound, reasonable
acting, a semblance of plot, and good
clean fun. The puns were excruciating
variations of "coming," and virginity is
such a dirty word that no one will say it.
The women are sex objects, the men
mechanical studs; but cardboard figures
are for laughing at, not for analyzing. If
you want to give him (or her) the hint, go
see it.
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POETRY WANTED for Poetry
Anthology. No restriction as to
style or content. Send with
stamped self-addressed envelope
to Corntemporary Literature
Press, 311 California Street,
Suite 412, San Francisco, California 94104.

and one student from each of
the two prior graduating classes.
One of this year's candidates
is former editor of The Tech Lee
Giguere, who will be' getting an
SB in humanities this June. In
his ballot statement, he noted
that he has "spent more time in
the last four years studying MIT
than any other subject." The
rest of his statement addresses
itself to educational issues he
feels the corporation should address itself to. There are five
other candidates on the ballot:
Arlene Fingeret '72 mentions
employee issues and visiting
committees; Shirley Ann Jackson '68 writes of a "unique
perspective" she has gained as an
undergraduate who is both black
and a woman; Howard Siegel '72
addresses money and tenure
(among other things); and James
Wallace, a Ph.D. in Urban Studies, suggests a "socially responsible curriculum." Finally., there
is Laurence Storch '71.
Storch wrote the longest
statement of any of the six
candidates, a stinging indictment
of the makeup and policies of

tII
II
II

L

tee of a privately controlled public trust." Members of the corporation, according to the pamphlet, "should be able to exercise sound judgement on a broad
range of policy questions transcending the interests of individuals or groups." Or, as
Storch put it, the functions of
most corporation members are
"general and ceremonial."

April 30 through May 4
Make your appointment now: Return
your reply card or call x3-298()
after 7pro.
o,;¢0::
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EigB'EhaXk9g
THE RIGHT BANK IS ALWAYS THE CHARLESBANK TRUST
COMPANY .. . WHERE YOU RECEIVE A FREE CHECKING ACCOUNT
BY OPENING A SAVINGS ACCOUNT WITH A $350 BALANCE.
MORE AND MORE PEOPLE ARE OPENING ACCOUNTS AT THE
CHARLESBANK DAILY AND FOR VERY GOOD REASONS. THEY'RE TAKING
ADVANTAGE OF THE FREE CHECKING . . . WHILE THEIR SAVINGS
ACCOUNT IS GROWING WITH INTEREST. OUR CUSTOMERS KNOW
THAT THE CHARLESBANK TRUST COMPANY IS ALWAYS THE RIGHT
BANK .. . NO MATTER WHICH WAY YOU'RE FACING BOSTON.
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KENDALL SQUARE CENTRAL SQUARE HARVARD SQUARE
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2 bdrm summer sublet, corner
Mass Ave, Marlborough St.;15
minutes to !MIT; k.tchen, bath,
shower, furnishings, gas and electricity; asking $225/month. Contact Pete Cebelius, 267-2199.
1968 Dodge Polara, 61K, exc.
condition. Clean. Auto, power
steering,factory air, new brakes.
Call Steve Streifer,
$1,000.
267-4935.
EUROPE! TransAtlantic Flights
($200 round trip- leave from
most major cities), Raii Passes,
Car Rental Plans, and Camping
Tours. For your free travel
planner, contact your BOAC
campus representative: Ken at
266-4877 (after 7 pm)
M or F roommate wanted for
very nice Brookline apt., 3 miles
exc. area near
from MIT Coolidge .Corner, parks, tennis.
rent
Two mins. to MBTA $62/month plus gas & light. Call
Joe, 232-5272.

in a "fiduciary capacity as trus-

I

Senior Yearbook Portraits

Apartment in Rome, in palazzo
in Trastevere, near Ponte Sisto. 2
bedrooms, 2 modern bathrooms,
modern kitchen, washing machine, concierge. Jan. to June,
1974. $450 per month. Days
868-3455, Eves 354-1880.

i

the corporation. After describing
the functions of the three most
powerful committees, the executive, the financial and the
membership (running the Institute, managing its finances and
setting the corporation membership), he notes that none
have recent class members on
them, or are likley to. People
have to speak out at the risk of
incurring disfavor from powerful
corporation members, he states.
The ballot, which has to be
returned to the secretary of the
Alumni Association by May 15,
explains the purpose of the Corporation. It represents the interest of the public in the operation of the Institute, and serves

Class of 974

Available in Boston. part-time
position (12-15 hrs/wk) for COBOL programmer until June.
Full use of inhouse equipment.
Contact Episcopal Church Headquarters - 742-4720 - ask for
the Rev. Richard S. Armstrong.

II
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By Paul Schindler
Anyone getting an MIT degree between January 1, i971
and December 31, 1973 is eligible to change the course of
Institute policy by voting for a
Corporation member from a recent class. The Alumni Association supervises the election.
The new category of corporation members was created in
1971, in an effort to broaden
the scope of the corporation.
Five members -are elected for
five year terms, with one term
expiring each year. Potential
candidates are undergraduates
who graduated during the period
or grad students who finished
their MIT work. The nominees
must include at least one grad
student and one undergraduate
finishing their work this year,
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"MAGNIF&CENT MIND BLOWING PLAY,' Carolyn Clay
Boston Paoenix

:mdenm Discount ($1.~0 off) with N.D.
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CHARLES PLAY-HUSE
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(A'l-101ART PRINTS AND POSTERS:

10.50

Modern framed pictures, were 15.50 .
Ready -to - hang wall plaques, were 3.90 .......
Special purchase, medium size fine art prints ....
Full color travel posters, were 1.50 ..........

I

1.50
lOc
5c

MOSSES' AND JUN lOR'S WEAR:

99c to 9.99
Assorted sportswear, were 3.00-30.00 .0....
......
49c
India lye-dye scarves, were 3.00 ......
49cc to 99c
Famous name pantyhose, were 2.50-3.00 .....
.
2.99
Assorted nightgowns and robes, were 6.00-7.00 .
to
1/3
...........
.
cosmetics
Famous name
1/2 Off

MEN'S BOUTIQUE CLOTHING:
Knit tops, were 7.00-1 0.00 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Long and short sleeve shirts, were 8.0012. 00 .....

1.00

2.0()0

ii

HOUSEWARES:

9.97 to 12.97

Table lamps, were 17.99- 29.99 .

Irregular famous designer bath towels, were 5.00-6.00.

Famous maker sheets, were 6.00-8.00 ......
Bed pillows, were 2.99
.
India spreads, were 5.00-7.00 .......

2.49

2.99 to 3.99
.. or 3/3.97
1.99
to 3.99
.2.99
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By James Moody
The Rate Review Committee
has finished setting next year's
housing and dining rates. Average housing increases will be
8.3 % ($ 56), and dining rates will
go up about 9.1% ($60). The
committee continued to develop
the "house-cost, system-cost"
structure set up last year.
The apportionment of the
dining hall residence fee was
changed slightly. Overall, the average charge for a student on
commons will increase from
$1377 to $1498 (8.8%), and for
a student off commons, it will
go from $728 to $783 (7.6%).
The committee was formed
last fall, and includes representatives from all the undergraduate dorms, the Dean for
Student Affairs Office, and the

'

u

'

The major areas of change from
the current budget to the pro-

posed budget are:
1. Telephone expenses, from
$7900 to $22,000. This first
year on Centrex was found to be
underbudgeted, due to equipment and message units.
2. Physical Plant charges,
from $59,000 to $65,000. The
Housing -Office has had some
poor budgeting experience in

BASIC COSTS
Electricity
Water
Vending Income
Misc. Income
Faculty Adj.
Total Basic Cost ($)
Total Basic Cost ($/Person)

u

X

B

incorrectly classified in last recommended no increase in
year's analysis. House costs re- summer rents, partially because
flect items that are unique bene- these are already relatively high,
fits to a particular house, which but also in an attempt to encan to some extent be controlled courage more students to stay
by that particular house. System. on campus during the summer.
It was hoped this year that
costs either reflect an equal level
of service to all, or are expenses the system would only have to
which cannot be divided up by be "fine tuned," after the major
changes of last year. But, this
houses.
House costs last year were year, there were major changes
heat, water, electricity, and desk in the system itself, such as
Baker
$7,100
--2,900
(1,300)
(300)
(500)
$7,900
23

Burton
$19,500
400
2,300
(400)
(1,300)
(2,600)
$17,900
52

East
Campus
$10,400
100
3,500
(900)
(300)
(400)
$12,400
33

Senior
House McCormick
$18,800
$5,300
400
100
1,300
1,800
(500)
(500)
(4,600)
(100)
(.1,400)
(500)
$14,000
$6,100
59
31

MacGregor
$20,700
600
2,300
(400)
(1,300)
(3,500)
$18,400
57

Campus Housing and Food Ser-

vice Office. Ashdown, Bexley,
Eastgate, Westgate, and Westgate
II were not included in the
Committee's recommendations,
since they are budgeted separately. The rates for these
houses have been reviewed by
other groups.
Housing costs
Until last year, the rate
structure was largely a historical
one, with yearly budget increases being averaged equally
over all residents. This resulted
in a leveling of rents, and in an
extreme case, the newly remodeled Burton rooms cost less
than many Baker rooms. Because of the growing inequities,
and a need to establish a formal
rate structure, the Rate Review
process was set up for the first
time last year. According to the
committee report, the goal of
this process is "to develop a rate
structure that is fair and understandable." Last year, the committee came up with a rent
composed of two parts, a "house
cost" which reflects expenses
benefiting a particular house and
a "system cost" which is composed of expense items common
to the entire housing system.
This concept was continued this
year, and wilt be in the future.
This year, one of the cornmittee's initial steps was to look
at the overall housing budget.
The group went through a
lengthy analysis of the increases,
and explored possible areas
where savings could be made.
The entire budgeting process has
been in a state of change, due
both to inflation and a more
precise allocation of costs. The
Housing Office emphasized that
"while changes are likely to continue in the future, our understanding of line item costs has
increased as well as our ability to
budget them."
The budget item totals are
presented in Table 1. The
changes fm year to year reflect
inflation and reallocation from
one item to another. The one
major change in this "Consolidated System" budget since
last year is the removal of Ashdown House, in the future to be
accounted separately. This is being done at the time of the
renovations. The other graduate
dorms and Bexley are all handled under a separate budget.

past years. In 1972, $41,600 was
budgeted, while actual expenditures totaled $72,800. This
year's budget will be overspent
by about $5000. By increasing
control and supervision over
these services. Housing hopes to
keep actual expenses down to
the present level.
3. Repairs and maintenance,
from $35,400 to $43,100. This
is also due to poor budgeting,
with the increased amount representing a more realistic figure.
4. Major

maintenance pro-

visio n, from $92,400 to
$138,700. While this is a sizable
increase, it actually reflects less
provision. The Housing Office
took out a $170,000 interest-free loan from MIT to help
buffer a larger-than-expected increase last year. This is being
repaid with $20,000 in 1972,
$40,000 in 1973, 1974, and
1975, and $30,000 in 1976. The
provisions for the last two years

have been $171,150, and
$177,400, but for next year,
with no loan income, the provision will be only $139,700.
The rents probably should have
been higher in the years when
the houses were new, and not in
need of major repair, to help
cover present and future maintenance needs. The Housing
Office is in the process of developing a major maintenance
plan for a ten year period, so as
to better anticipate and budget
for even greater future need.
5. Heat, from $144,000 to
$174,000. Budgets in this area
have been somewhat unrealistic
in the past, with a $20,250
underestimate last year. Also, oil
costs have recently more than
trippled, which accounts for
most of the increase.
6. Total administration, from
$139,200 to $174,700. Most of
this increase is accounted for by
reallocating costs from the total
housekeeping budget (down
from $334,500 to $315,800).
Salaries for supervisors and extended sick leave allowances
were moved into the administrative budget.
One of the other items taken
up early in the committee's discussion was the "house-cost,
system-cost" concept. Although
the committee felt the concept
was reasonable, some items were

Colsolidated Housing System Budget - FY1974
INCOME
EXPENSES
Housekeeping
Student Services
Plant Operations & Maint.
Adrministration

Unbudgeted Expenses
Financial Charges I
TOTAL EXPENSES
PROFIT (LOSS)
llncludes repayment to the operating reserve.

$1,691,100
315,800
104,800
835,900
1 74,700
21.700
238,200
$1,691,100

service. This year, heat was made
a system cost, since the committee felt that all residents were
entitled to be equally warm.
Refrigerator permits ($10) were
discontinued, due to the
inequity of providing some
residents with refrigerators, and
charging other residents, who
must buy their own refrigerators
anyway. Gas was added as a
house cost, as were credits for
vending and miscellaneous income.
Both years included an adjustment for faculty and graduate resident rent applied to
house costs. Therefore, house
costs now include water, electricity, desk service, credits for
miscellaneous income, and a portion of faculty rent. System
costs include all other budget
items.
Table 2 shows the house cost
breakdown for each dormitory.
One of the advantages of the
separation of costs is that an
individual dorm can save on next
year's rent by saving on current
usage of water and electricity,
for example. Burton's electricity
cost went down $10,000 this
year. Part of this saving, now
applied to their rent, can be
attributed to their "lights out"
campaign.
A given house's rent is the

switching heat to a system cost,
and improving the budgeting
process. In addition to the rents,
the committee made the following recommendations:
1. "Continue to study Physical Plant charges and utility
costs in an attempt to make
savings and increase our understanding of these areas." Some
suggestions from the committee
included using students wherever
possible, and finding ways to
increase the efficiency of some
of Physical Plant's work teams.
2. "Study and develop the
'Quality Differential' and differential

range."

Both of

these

items are extremely subject to
individual opinion, and hopefully some more objective means of
setting the differentials can be
found. Specifically, the committee felt that the differential
range should be widened. This
was not done this year because it
was felt that MacGregor was
facing a large enough increase as
it stands now. (MacGregor got a
rent break in last year's review
process due to the oversight of
omitting the area in the tower.)
3. "In conjunction with item
2, adjust the system cost differential between groups to realign
East Campus."
4o "Encourage students to remain in the dormitories for the
suni of the house cost per summer instead of living offresident and the differential campus." This will help the
system cost. The problem of housing system financially, and
allocating a specific house's por- the committee believes that a
tion of the system cost was the worthwhile program can be demost difficult task faced by the veloped.
committee, since deciding on a
Food service
"fair" differential is largely- a
The food service has historisubjective matter.
cally been divided into two
The first step was to find a parts, the contract houses (Baker
meants of rating each house. The and MacGregor) and the a la
goal, as stated in the committee carte system (Walker Memorial
report, was "to find a rank order and the Student Center). This
from the 'best' house to the year, these systems were still
'worst' house based on the fa- considered separately, both from
cility itself (not the lifestyle)." each other, and from housing.
After considerable discussion, There was, however, some senthree items of primary im- timent on the committee for
portance emerged, to which considering housing and dining
were assigned numeric scares. as one-total package, with one
These were location (rated 1-6), combined differential cost strucnet usable area/resident (scaled ture. This will be studied further
1-10), and judged quality (rated next year.
1-18). Judged quality is a comCommons meals are currently
posite of factors such as privacy, in an unstable situation. Even
kitchen facilities, furnishings, since the decision was made
date of occupancy, and a purely three years ago to allow for
subjective overall quality rating. voluntary commons, the number
Two things accepted by the of students on commons has
committee were that the scale been steadily declining. This has
was not necessarily linear, and not only forced the price up,
that Senior House should have especially in comparison with
an adjustment downward cooking for oneself, but it has,
($5-10) due to the nuisance of forced the closing of the
having a construction project McCormick and Burton dining:
next door. The final outcome halls. This particularly distressed
was differentials of $20, $20, the Committee, since it cost
and $110 per year, relative to considerable money to build
the Senior House base. The these facilities, and they formed
Committee did recognize that an integral part of the dorm
setting these differentials is I programs.
somewhat arbitrary, and recomFor sociological reasons, MIT
mended a further study of the has felt that house dining halls,
differential idea for next year's with all the house residents eatrate review.
ing in them, are desirable. AnT h e C o r m i t t e e other problem with the growing

undesirability of commons is the
physical damage done to dorms
without kitchen facilities (Baker,
East Campus, and Senior
House). The plumbing, wiring,
ventilation, and surfaces in these
dorms were not designed for
cooking.
The committee st udied
several alternatives to the current food service. The system
currently offers a five-day,
15-meal plan, a la carte service,
and meal tickets. Here are the
alternatives studied:
1. Seven-day, 10-meal. The
costs of this plan were projected
for Baker and MacGregor on
both an optional and compulsory basis. It was the general
feeling, based in part on information from the residents, that
any compulsory plan is undesirable. Because of the high fixed
costs of labor, especially over
the weekend shifts, an optional
seven-day commons plan would
be too expensive. For these reasons, the plan was rejected.
2. "Tri-option" Plan. The
committee also looked at the
alternative of having an "op-

tional something" for a house.
Each resident would be required
to choose one of the following
plans: a. seven-day, 19-meals
@$950. b. five-day, 15-meals
@$700. c. "Club Plan," where
meals would be offered at a
reduced price, with all remaining
residents paying a lump sum
covering the fixed costs of operating the dining hall. (Based on
information gathered by the
committee, few people would
opt for either "a" or "b" - this
would mean a "club plan" fee of
from $200 to $400. This high
fee made the "tri-option" plan
unacceptable.)
3. Weekend plan, four meals.
The committee then looked at a
weekend plan to be offered in
one house, and drawing on the
rest of the campus for its sup-

port. This plan was quickly discarded due to the high cost of
staffing the weekend operation
with the expected low participation.

After exploring other less definite alternatives, the committee
returned to the current five-day,
15-meal plan. This still seems to
be the most acceptable and
economically

feasible

option,

even though costs continue to
spiral upward. The biggest
problem with the current system
is the dining hall residence fee
and its structure.
4. In setting the contract price,
the committee considered the
percentage increase over the current price ($600), and the result
of possible over-pricing the contract for the current market with
a resulting loss of sales, and the
participation level projected at
different sales prices. The appropriate price appeared to be
$720, an increase of 9.1%.
The a la carte system . has
many problems which make it
extremely difficult to budget
and control. The projected deficit wa's larger than could reasonably be recovered through
residence fees. The fee in East
Campus and Senior House was
set equal to that in Burton and
McCormick, $40, since these
four houses receive an equivalent
level of commons services and
options.

In summary, the Committee
recommended that the commons
price be increased by $60 to
$720, that the residence fee in
East Campus and Senior House
be increased by $10 to $40, that
the residence fee in Burton and
McCormick remain at $40, and
that the residernce fee for Baker
and McGregor be changed from
$55, $85 to $60, $75.
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Mike Ryan '75 won the triple jump event with a leap of 41'10".
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Co-captain Brian Moore '73 was MIT's leading scorer on Saturday, as he

picked up firsts in the hammer throw, the discus, ard the shot put.

MIT had a clean sweep of the 100 yard dash, as Gary 'Sugar Bear' Mikes 75
JimBanks '76at
second '74 10.7, at and
placed first at 10.4, George Chiesa
11.0.

faster,' ~
-i,

.3

~ ~ ~~

-7

Mike Charette looks to do well in the New England competition, if his

205'11" javelin toss is any indication of his throwing skill.

s:

Dave Wilson '73, first in the pole vault O1F'), second in the high
jump (5'8"), and second in the long jump (20'g12").

Photos by Roger Goldstein
and Fred Hutchison
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The principal regattas on the
MIT varsity sailing schedule for
last weekend were qualifying
heats for both the New England
Dinghy Championships and the
New England Singlehanded
Championships.
On Saturday, captain Alan
Spoon '73, with Dean Kross '73
crewing, and Steve Cucchiaro
'74, with Bob Longair '73 crewing, sailed to a victory in the
Boston University Trophy Regatta at Tufts, and qualified for
the New England finals, to be
sailed at Yale on May 5 and 6.
Both Spoon and Cucchiaro
placed first in their respective
divisions, as the MIT squad
edged out runner-up Boston University by a narrow one-point
margin.' Cucchiaro won three of
the four races in B-Division.

Results of the regatta were:
MIT 18, Boston University 19,
Coast Guard 29, Boston College
31, Northeastern 31, New
Hampshire 49, Bowdoin and
Babson 60.
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By Jacques Rotte
'">
The MIT rugby football team
met an inspired Concord (N.H.)
club Saturday but were unstoppable as they continued undefeated by the score 30-7.
Moments after the opening
whistle, Bill Schwartz, wing, zigzagged his way to the Concord
ten where instead of rushing
ingoal, he opted to attack the
only remaining defender. In the
melee that followed, center Mike
Ross scooped up the ball and
scored in the corner.
Concord stormed back with a
try of their own and then broke
the tie with a penalty lcick which
put the Tech XV behind for the
first time this season, 7-4. For
some fifteen minutes MIT
played as if in a trance with poor
cross field coverage, bobbled
passes, and knock ons on easyto-field kicks. Then scrappy

raes

In the eliminations foT the
Singlehandeds on Sunday, Kevin
Sullivan '73, Cucchiaro, and
Chuck Tucker '75 qualified and
will advance to the finals on- May
12 and 13 at MIT.
Or, Saturday, Tucker and
Randy Young '74, with Sullivan
and Jeff Friedanan '75 crewing,
respectively, sailed to a disappointing fifth place finish in a
Lark Invitational at MIT. Results
were: Tufts I 3, Harvard 20,
Coast Guard 26, Brown 31, ahd
MIT 31.
The women's varsity squad
competed in two Dinghy Invitationals, at Stonehill on Saturday
and at BU orL Sunday. Penny
Butler '75
and Barbara
Miglierina '76 sailed in heavy
winds Saturday on Padanarum
Harbor. Results after four races
in the one-division event were:
Salem State 9, Stonehill and
Simmons (tie) 15, Boston University 21, and MIT 21.

fly-half Dnnis Sullivan took advantage of confusion in the loose
to scoot across for MIT's second
try. Lynn Breedlove converted
and the MIT team led 10-7. The
forwards warmed to the task and
before the half was over fed Don
Arkin, center, the ball from a
maul and he carried it the remaining forty yards for a classic
try-between-the-posts. Breedlove
again converted and it was 16-7
at the half.
The "Ineffectual Play of the
Forwards" was the topic of a
brief but noic-ant half-time sermon by acting Captain Barry
McCormick with amens by Captain Roger Simmonds (injured)
and Coach Bill Thilly (retired).
The result of all this exhortation
was a second half played by the
scrum. Mike Petruziello of MIT's
second row discovered the ball
in a cloud of dust in the goal for

Ryan

156'10"
135'4"
132'8"

^

MIT
58.4
62.3

100 Yd.' Dash
Wilkes
Chiesa
Banks

4 9'6"3/4
48'71/2"
43'41/2"

MIT
MIT
MIT

10.4
10.7
11.0

Wilkes
Chiesa
Dunn

160)'1"
158'5"

MIT
MIT
Bow

S

v w

50.7
51.7
52.9
I
d.

.,

880 Yd. Run
Sanborn
Bow
Sampsidis Bow
Hansen
MIT

2:00.1

I-Mile Run
Sanborn
Bow
Wilson
Bow
Kaufmann MIT

4:19.9
4:21.2
4:22.8

2-Mile Run
Davis
Bow
Wilson
Bow
Carlson
MIT

9:47.2
9:47.8
9:53.0

1:59.4
1:59.8

I-Mile Relay
MIT
3:28.3
(Banks, Ryan, Hansen,
Leimkuhler)
Bow
3:29.0

220 Yd.' Dash

205' 11

22.9
23.3
23.4

20'93/4,
20'91/2"
19'10"

41'10",
4 1,23/45,
40'2½/2"
5'10"
5'8"
5'4"

MIT

Pole Vault
Wilson
MIT
Littlehale Bow
Stamp
Bow

15'

13'6"

12'6"

the squad's next try. Bachelor
Waye Book whose wedding next
Saturday in the MIT chapel will
cost the team his services for a
day (unless the bride relents)
pulled a classic wing-forward
move scoring after intercepting a
pass between Concord's scrum
half and fly half. Sergio
Simunovic playing at lock broke
several tackles and took the ball
to the Concord inch and a half
line from whence the somewhat
taller Paul Dwyer stretched out
to score the last try of the day.
Breedlove converted and the
final score was MIT 30, Concord
7.
This weekend the University
of Rhode Island RFC will be
hosted at Brigg's Field in what
promises to be het another
action-packed contest as MIT
presses its new found offensive
power. Garne time is 1:30 pm.

E

cleanly blasted back Young's
first serve to go ahead, then
watched as the MIT captain hit a
shot that rolled along the top of
the net before falling on Young's
side, giving Small the set. Young
bounced back to win the next
two sets 6-1 and 6-3 to take the
match.
Ted Zouros '74 played a fine
second court match as he defeated Pete Talbert, son of the
former tennis great Bill Talbert,
6-1 and 7-6. Young and Simpson
also won their doubles match
from Stuart Brown and Bob
Eisenstein by 7-6 and 6-4, in one
of the more exciting matches of
the season.
The varsity netmen meet
Trinity at home tomorrow at 2
pm and Brandeis away on
Monday.
-
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COLLEGIATE NOTES

with 83s. Williams, always a
power, however, had four of five
men in the 70s, including two
former state junior champions.
Earlier this week, MIT placed
fourth in the Greater Boston
Collegiate Athletic Association
tourney at Concord Country
Club, ahead of Northeastern,>
Brandeis and Boston University,
but behind Harvard, Tufts and
BC. Deen was MIT's tourney
medalist with a two-round 167,
followed by Keeth at 168, Pete
Wolczanski '76 at 171 and Harrison and Orloff with 177 each.
Next week, MIT players will
be in the three-day New England
Collegiate Tourney at Lincoln,
R.I., then finish the season the
next week with a dual meet
against Brandeis and a triangular
meet against Harvard and
Trinity.

MIT golfers, their games
steadily improving as the season
moves toward a close, take on
Bowdoin and Lowell Tech today
at Vesper Country Club in
Tyngsboro, Mass.
Although they have beaten
only Wesleyan during the regular
campaign. (plus twin wins over
Florida institute of Technology
during an early spring tour),
Coach Jack Barry's MIT men
have faced some of New
England's best collegiate golfers
and their steady improvement
has been obscured by losses,
albeit by narrow margins.
A week ago at MIT's home
course in Methuen, MIT turned
in an outstanding team score of
407 for the five lowest men,
only to lose to Williams with
385. MIT's five lowest players
were Bob Keeth '73 and Jim
Harrison
:74 at 80s, Gordon
Deen '74 at 81 and Warren
Sherman '73 and Bob Orloff

t&,.,
2 ,

Kevin Struhl '74, the score
wound up 6-3 i~l the other direction. Struhl on fourth court
played one of his best matches
of the year, wirning 7-6 and 6-0.
Young defeated Ted Donahue
6-3, 6-2, and combined with Lee
Simpson '75 to win first
doubles.
Part of the team's trouble at
UMass was the unusually hard
courts. This excuse, however,
was unavailable for the disappointing 6-3 loss to Williams at
home last Saturday.
Young battled back to win
his first court match over Dick
Small after losing an exciting
open set 7-6. Young fell behind
2-0 in the tiebreaker by returning Small's first two serves into
the bottom of the net, then
rallied back to tie 3-3. Small

-

The varsity lacrosse squad just can't seem to get out their present
slump as they lost to UN H on Wednesday by a score of 16-6.

To

Understand all subjects,
Maturing and the Educational Process
plays and novels faster!
o Thousands of topics available
within 48 hours of mailing.
o Complete with bibliography and
footnotes.
Professor Douglas H. Heatfi, Haverford College
o Lowest prices GUARANTEED.
SEND $1.90 for our latest descriptive
Mail-Order Catalogue with Postage-Paid Sponsored by:
Orcder Forms too;
Student Commrttee on EducationalPolicy
COLLEGIATE RESEARCH GUIDE
1 N. 13th St. Bldg. Rm. 706
I Education Divfsion Steering Committee
Phila., Pa. 19107
Tuesday, May 1
HOT-LiNE (215) 563-3758
---

440 Int. Hurdles
Leimkuhler
Getchell
Bow
Fecteau
Bow

Discus Throw

Moore
MIT
Waithe
Bow
Grasso
MIT
Shot Put
Moore
MIT
Leavitt
Bow
Waithe
Bow
Javelin Throw
Charette
MIT
Totman
Bow
Blackburn Bow
Long Jump
Dalton
Bow
Wilson
MIT
Wilkes
MIT
Triple Jump
Ryan
MIT
Gay
Bow
Getchell
Bow
High Jump
Gibbons
MIT
Wilson
MIT

440 Yd. Dash
Borden
MIT
Dunn
Bow
Dalton
Bow
- ----

120 Yd. High Hurdles
Wesson
MIT
16.7
Gethcell
Bow
17.0
Fecteau
Bow
19.5
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400 Yd. Relay
~I4T
43.8
(Borden, Chiesa,
Banks. Wilkes)
Bow
46.1
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By Ken Davis
The MIT tennis team continued to play inconsistently,
and consequently dropped its
last four matches to Wesleyan,
Boston College, UMass, and Williams. The loss to BC was the
first in the history of MIT
tennis.
The only consistent winner
for the Tech netmen has been
William Young '74 on the first
court. The tennis squad's record
is now 3-6 in New England
competition. This is essentially
the same team that racked up a
7-6 New England record last
spring.
According to Young, the
squad was hoping for a big victory over UMass, whom they
defeated last year. Despite
strong efforts by Young and

A warm and windy Saturday,
April '21, saw the MIT varsity
track squad take firsts in all
events except the distance runrnng and long jump to beat
Bowdoin 92-62. Following are
the results of the individual
events:
Hammer Throw
Moore
MIT
185'5"
Pearson
MIT
171'5"
Healey
Bow
163'2"
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